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The CHJ..IRL:!AN (Sweden): I declar8 o:.;>en the sixty-t~1.ird :?lene:;:-y meeting of 

the Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

lv~r. LALL (India): I s:10uld like to address r.zy- main remar:~s today directly 

to t:le subject before us, which is sub-parac;rl:'"~h 5 (a) of the ?rocedure of i[ or~r.. 

(ENDC/1/J:..dd. 3). 

:Jefore I do so, however, may I welcome to our midst our colleac;tc.c from Nigeria, 

btr. 1iliu? I had intended to do so on Friday, but of course there were o~1.er speakers 

then and I was not able to speak. However, I have already had the ?leasure of 

serving with l:lir. Mbu at another conference 1 and I therefore happen to :mow the 

pleasure and valuable help from him which are in store for this CommHtee. i'Te all 

listened to his stetement on Friday with dee) interest, and we shall value ~reatly 

his co-operation in the months to come. 

Concerning sub-paragraph 5 (a), I had hoped that there would have 0een more 

comment from all around the Comr.1ittee by now on the interesting ~lorkinc :Caper 

::_:>rosente·:'.. to this Conference by t~1e represcntn.tive of Bu.l_znria on 25 Jul;r 

(EHDC/:;:,.17)!/. It is clearly a document w:1ic!.:. seeks to arrive at e. con::?rooise 

in the formulation of general obligations relating to t:D.e first staee tas~>-s. I 

shou:a t~erefore like to talk with reference to it. Its first paracra]h states 

clearly: "The first stage shall ••• be coo:?leted within fifteen mont~-:s. n I 

thi:~: this is a matter on which there will be differences of opinion. \Te 

ourselves are in favour of a fast moving plan, but we foresee opposition, and have 

no dif'ficul ty in sugrresting that instead of "fifteen" t:1ere should be dots inserted 

so t~at the period for the completion of this staee is left bla~~ at t~e moment. 

I say this because we should naturally lfr..e to take into account t:·w views of our 

United States colleagues and others who h1we supported. them in the vie•T that the 

plan should take a little longer. However, at the moment perhaps ire could leave 

a bla~~ there, without pinning ourselves to a specified number of wont~s. 

~~en there is paragraph (1) dealing with the elimination of nuclear vehicles 

and all wilitary bases in foreign territory, and so on. It is not LW intention to 

commeat on this matter. We have had long debates on it, and clearly t:'lere is a 

strong difference of opinion. I do not wisll to suggest how the co-c:'lairmen will 

deal ·:rit!1 this. Perhaps they will find words which are acceptable to 0ot:1 of them, 

and so give us an alternative paragraph (1). Therefore I shall refrnin from comment 

1/ See also Rev.l. 
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on that paragraph, but I should like to comment on the next paragraph which deals 

with the reduction of armed forces, armaments, and so on. 

Cn the assumption that the co-Chairmen might use this working paper in an 

atternQt to find compromise language in respect of many of the elements in the first

stage tasks, rey delegation would formally submit and propose that the :vrord 

"conventional" before the word narmaments" in the first .line of its :;;>arazraph (2) 

should be deleted, and that the :;_:>aragraph s:1.ould read "to reduce their armed forces, 

their armaments, the production of such a:r.maoents, etc;". The reason we }.Jro:pose 

that is that the Govarnment of India and rey delegation are unable to .acce::?t the 

position that nothing should be done about nuclear armaments in the fi~st staee. 

·;re reE;ard nuclear armaments as the main probleo before the world, and. we are unable 

to ta::e tl'le view that in the first-stage tas::s the reduction of armaments should 

be restricted to conventional armaments. 

I should like to draw attention again to the Joint Statement of hgreed 

Princi:;_:>les for disarma1nent negotiations, ani to :;_:>oint out that its sub-?cragraphs (b) 

deals clearly and unambiguously with the 

"~limination of all stock:piles of nuclear, chemical, bacteriolocical, 

and other weapons of mass destruction and cessation of the production 

of such·weapons." (ENDC/5, p.2) 

That is a clear mandate, and in our view it would be very difficult for us in this 

Committee to agree to first stage tasks which overlooked that clear mancate. Vhen 

there is such a clear injunction which has been accepted unanimously by the United 

Nations then, in our view, we must begin this task in the very first stage: and we 

have been heartened in taking this view to see certain very recent statements to 

which I should like to draw the attention of t::lis Committee. 

I shall take them chronologically, an~ I should like therefore first to draw 

the attention of the Committee to a statement w~ich was made at the hCCre hSsembly 

in Juae ·!i:1is year on behalf of !llr. ~Hlliam C. Foster, t::e Director of t::e United 

States .Arri.ls Control and Disarmament Agency. T~e statement was sent by 1.::r. Foster 

to be read out by tile Chairman of the Conference at Accra, and it was so read out. 

This is ,·rhat Mr. Foster said at the very beginning of his statement -- ::: am quoting 

it from the document which the United States delegation l.dndly sends me every 

morning, so I ta~e it to be an authoritative text: 
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"The success 'of the Accra .b.ssembly will be measured. by its inG.ividual 

response to t:!.e question posed. to all mankind by t:1e threat of nuclear war. 11 

That is how lJ.ir. Foster beg~n his statement -- by referrin;:; to "the threat of 

nuclear war." Obviously that means that the United States Government, speakint; 

through the officer who is directly in charge of its operations concerning 

disarmament, says Jtihat the main question is the threat of nuclear war -- "the 

question posed to all mankind by the threat of nuclear war". 

Then I should like to turn to a part of the statemer..t made by LJ.r. Khrushchev 

to the Moscow Conference on 10 July. There are many parts of that statement whic~ 

bear on this subject. I will read only one 1 but we all I:now -- be cause it has 

repeatedly said so -- that the Soviet Union attaches gre~t importance to the 

elimination of ~uclear weapons. This is what Mr. I\hrushchev said: 

"In this age of nuclear weapons, this age of roc::.:ets, the danzer of 

a murderous nuclear war cannot be eliminated unless t~e neans of mass 

annihilatio~ are utterly destroyed and nuclear wea::_:Jons prohibited. We 

are in favour of the complete destruction of the 4Jaterial means of warfare." 

{ENDC/47, 1;~\;e 9) 

There again we see t~e emphasis laid -- and riehtly laii, we thire:.: -- on nuclear 

weapons. 

Nov: I should. li::.:e to turn to President Kennedy's statement of 14 July, whic:1 

is the last, c~ro~ologically, of the three statements tb.~t I ~m goi~g to cite at 

this moment. ~·r::..en :1.e was speaking .:.f the tasks before t::is re'Sumed session of our 

Conference, PresiG.ent Kennedy said: 

"In the :r-esumed negotiations t~1e United States ,·rill continue to seek 

agreement whicl1 will meet the dangers of the nuclear threat." (~IIDC/44, pa;:;;e l) 

I submit that it is a question not only of the joi~t statement. of principles, 

but also of the freely-expressed views of the leaders of C£OVernment and others in 

positions of autilo:;:-ity on the mvo sides -- let alone statements of countries sucil as 
~ 

yours, Madam Chairman, and mine, which are perhaps regarded as extremely averse to 

nuclear weapons for some reason which apparently the two sides sometimes consider 

as over-sensitive. Lpart from the statements of all eight of our countries, 

statements which 1'Te could furnish here by the dozen, I am :irawing attention to t~1.e 

fact that when t~ey nave spoken their minds freely in the recent past the leaders 

of both sides have said quite clearly that tile main threat whic4 the world faces is 

the threat of nuclear war. 
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So, for all those reasons, we would subrait that the ::>aragraph which deals with 

the Question of armaments, the reduction of armed forces, etc, should leave out 

the wor::":. "conventional" and should allow this Committee to develo? its views fully 

in forthcominrr weeks on the elimination or re::":.uction of nuclear weapons in the 

first stage, and I would hope that the co-c~airmen waul~ take this into account. 

In f:l.ny case 1 I make this formal proposal tl1at ti1.e word "conventional" be deleted 

from this paper and, if they are looking at another paper or preparin~ their own 

joint com:;>romise paper, then we would request that these views be ta::en into 

account in such preparation. 

I think the next three paragraphs of the working :;?a:;:>er are an effort to arrive 

at com:;:>romise language between the United States and the Soviet Union texts, and 

we vlill not comment on them. We think t~mt t:D.ey are conceived and wor:led in the 

right s?irit, and they will probably be helpful. 

:::iut I want to raise another point re2ardin;:;; this peper, as I thinl: something 

importaut is missing here. I should like to draw attention to both plans. I 

will take first document ENDCj2 1 which is the Soviet plan. On its page 13 I find 

that, before it goes on to part III and the second stage, it contains article 20 

which is heaaed "Transition from First to Second Stage"; that appears directly 

under the stage I measures and is included in them. I should like to s~ow 

that the United States plan does exactly the same thing on parre 19 of document 

ENDC/30, where there is a sub-heading "I. Transition". Now what is 11 I 11? The 

previous heading "Wus "H", and if we go bac~: several paces under stage I we find 

"A. J..rmaments". So from J.. to I -- that is, from pa;:;;e 4 to pat:;e 19 of t:1.is plan 

we have the first stage measures, and the second stage starts on the neJ:t page, 

whic~~ is page 20. So both plens include in t:ie first stage measures tl1e 

transition measures from stage I to stage II; and it is very important, I would 

subr:lit, that in this document dealing with stec;e I we should pin Clo·vm our approaeh 

to t:1e s_uestion of transition. J...nd in doinc so we should again ta::e into account 

the ceneral sentiment in this Committee tnet we should proceed without interruption 

from stage I to stace II -- that there shoul-d be continuity. 

I shall not acain today quote the rer-.ar~:s in this connexion which were made by 

both Lord Home and L:X. Krishna l.ienon on 2L', July (ENZIC/:PV.60), because I have already 

quoted those remarks, they are on record end certainly those two distinguished 

Ministers said that they were in favour of continuity. 
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I would submit ·that in this paper there should be a sixth numbered paragraph 

or p8rha~s a separate paragraph1 because it might be said that in a sense transition 

is~ little outside the actual first stage measure, although it appears in both 

plans ac~in as part of the firsb stage. I would say that we should have a 

IJare,gra:ph w:1.ich 1•rould read. 
11 (6). And to proceed without interru:ption to the second stase 

measures 0f disa~mament in the treaty on ceneral and complete 

disar·nanento 11 

It i~ r.v formal proposal that that paragraph sbould be inserted. If anoiher 

document is being considered or is being drawn up by the co-chairmen, then I would 

request thr,t those words be included in it. 

I :1.ave sai~1 tha·b there is a strong sentiment in this Committee: J have 

referret:. to '\'lha·t two Uinisters said less than a week aeo, and I shoulc'.. lil;:e to 

refer acain to the statement made by i!.lr. :;iilliam Foster which was read out at the 

Accra Conference because, after all, he is, as I said1 the· officer- concerned directly 

in the direction and th8 leadership in this connexion in the United States. I 

shall quote quite ex·bensivsly; :Mr. Foster said: 

"Central to our thinkin;z is the idea that a wide measure of 

agreement can be :r>.egotiated and put into effect without waiting 

for a >'fOrJ.d from which all political; military and tech.c>.ical 

problems have been banished.a 

I wHl stop there for a moment, 'Jecause that in itself is a most im:;?ortant 

quotation. Sometimes we haye been told here, bot2 in this room and, if I L~Y say 

so, more often outside t~is room, that there are certain very grave problems in 

the world whicb. stand as a road-block in the way of progress on disarmament, and 

that until those political difficulties are solved it is difficult to co a~ead 
w:i.th disarnement. I should like to draw attent-'on a.::::-ain to this spontaneou~ an<l 

freely-expressed view of T;lr. Foster t:'lat we ct:'.n n~ke a great deal of pro~ress 

and put in·to effect measures of disarmament wit::out waitinc; for a world in w!.lich 

all politice,l, military and technical problems :1c.ve been solved. But here is 

what I am coming to w·hich is germane to what I vms d.ealint:; with, namely, tl1e 

question of transition. 
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11 Implementation of disarmrunent measures would then :::>roceed wi·l;hout 

interruption until the goal of a disarmed world had been attained." 

He said ve-..~y clearly that we woul<l "proceed without interru:>tion until -&ile eoal of a 

disarmed vrorld had been attained 11
• I need not labour this statement wi.-::,h further 

quotations and citations, because we are aware that many of our countries talw a 

very determined view on this poin-t, ... iihat there should be no interruption in the process 

of dis2.rr.1ament, but I would submi-~ that as both -l;he draft ?lans contain measures 

dealing vrith transition in their first stages v1e must include in this :)a:;_:>er a clear 

statemen-~ that the States which ''ill sign the treaty will proceed wi thou-~ interruption 

to the second stage measures of dis~~ament in the treaty on general ~id complete 

disarmamen·t. 

So ouch for this document and for the specific proposals which we have to make; 

but it is my duty, I feel, to remind the Commi·l;-~ee of our philosophy regarding the 

contents of a stage of disarmamen·t. That philosophy was clearly set fort,h by 

.liir. l~islma Illenon on 24 July in his statement, from which I sholl quote one sentence. 

1ir. l!ienon said: 

"'lherefore the impact that any stage can mclo;:e on the ·whole quantum of arms 

and o~~ the world must be sufficiently heavy to make c difference. 11 

(i!:lDCj?V .60, p.l6) 

In other words, we do not take the view that we can have r. very tentative stage of 

disarmamen:t which makes no effective difference by its impact on the armrunents 

situation. ·,fe believe that that would be not e stage, but just a collec·~ion of 

certain individual measures of discrrnaoent which would not cr:1.ount to a rr0ct:;e. A 

stage in o.lways e :;>art of a process which is of such a nature that it .i::las its own 

logic c. beginning, a middle and an end. A mere collec-tion of a few 1:1easures is 

not c s-'.;a,c;e, and therefore we submit that this view which was expressed "'uy 

l!Ir. :~ris:ma Lenon is entirely reasono.ble and entirely logical. It goes to -the 

essence of the meaning of what should be contained in a stage of disarmament, and we 

think -;;h:;:;li i·t should be ... .ial'i:.en in·bo account. There is no :point in our se·liting down 

a few ten·1iE:;0ive, small, rather fright,ened measures and saying that they &.mount to 

a stcge of disarmament. They do not amount to a stage of disarmament. 
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Tho:'v is our philosphy, and we would request that it be Jliaken into ~ccount by 

the co-Chairmen when they draft t.he document set-~ing out the general oolia~tions. 

~eforc I close, I should li~~e to refer to the two very interesti~c ~d enlighten

ing sta-~ements, for which we were most grateful, which were m.?.d.e by 1,ir. J.rthur Dean 

{ENDC/?V.62, p .. 29et seq.) and by 1~. Zorin (ibid. p.33) in whicl1. they drew for us 

their conce::?t of the ::_:>icture of the world after the first-stc.ee measures ~~cd been 

put into O?er~tion. 

Eirs-0, I should li~;:e to scy that it was extremely interesting that, when they 

cave us -~:1cir views of what the world would loo!~ like after the first s-::.cc;e measures 

under the Goviet plan, -~hose two emir-ont and rec.sonable gentlemen paLx~ecl entirely 

different :>ictures. That was very interestiil£;. It seems that both of -~hem a:r:e 

lookinc at, the some Deasures of disarmament very differently. This is a.."1 extraordinary 

fE~.ct, and I think it is '10rth our while to dwell for a moment upon how extraordinary 

it is -i,hc,-~ -~he same meo.sures of diso.rmament loo:: so different when vie,·red from 

Vcshin.:;-~on and when loo:>.ed o.t fror.a 1.~oscow. ~7e :~ave been told that geogra~~W does 

not matter, that it is the s&ae for ~11 of us; ~d I must scy that I ar;roe 1rith a 

great de~l of what our colleague froo Poland so intelligently and forcefully said 

about ceocraphy {ibid. ::?.:23 ). But there seems to be some o-~her factor involved 

which m~:es these same facts cppe~r very different. 

In c moment I should like to come to what this stranr;e element is vrl1.ich makes 

things ~=-':.?e~r so different; before I do that, I should like to scy thaJii so far as 

my delegation is concerned we were not very hC.::?PY when loo~dng at either ?icture. 

If I had GOne tom art gallery to buy pictures c.nd I had seen -l;he two :;?ictures 

painted by these distinguished o.rtists, I would have bougi1t neither. '..?~1e reason 

is this. Of course, there will be dangers: both pictures contain danaors, and 

dter we have finished the first :.r~c.ge of disarmament the world will no-::, be a safe 

one. T:l~f:'.t is why llr. Foster said that we must ?roceed withou-t interru::>tion until 

we att2Jin our goal of a disarmed world. 

I sucaest that although thoro is merit in looking at the strategic ?icture at 

the end of stage I and at the end of stage II, tl1.ere is very limited meri-t in it 

because when one looks at such a _:_:>icture one tends to make static one ~>Oin-(, of time 

in a continuous process, and that ve must not do. We must not look at -~~~e end of 

the first stage or the end of the second stage a-::. c static moment, a frozen moment, 

a momen-~ in VThich we •·rill thereafter live, a raoment the effects of which will 
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determine our sense of security and our sense of well-beir..;;;. That is not what will 

happen. r-::; is merely c point of time in a continuous proce-ss. I wish to draw attention 

to thr,-t, oeca.use unless we remember it I am sure we shall all, with very c;ood reason, 

be rether frightened of the stratec;ic picture t>,-li the end of stage I o.nd even at the 

end of s-',jae;e II. -~.re must rememi>er -~hat our eoal is to move uninterru:;?tedly to the 

end of s-',j~ce III, and that is v1here the fear thn;t, afflicts us - £1.nd nc,-::,urally afflicts 

us -- -todc,y as a resul-'.;; of the a::;>:;;>alling armaroen-',js situation will have "ueen allayed. 

Now I should li!-te to return to that question which I said arises. I-~ is the 

missinc; element which seems to distort or che..n-t;o the same facts when loo:~e<l et from 

two points of view, rnd it is of course our old friend distrust and sus:;_:>icion. In 

fact Lr. :Jc:::.n referred to it in his statement on Friday. He spoke of the increased 

distrust end suspicion which would be created by the facts of the Soviet first-stage 

plan as ae saw them. That is whet is, I thir~~, c..t the source of this distortion of 

the fac-~s irhich tokes :;_:>lace. I would submit with great res:;_:>ect to the -::,·uo sides that 

I hope t~1.ey will allow the unalic;ned countries here, the eight other countries that 

do not be lone to the two sides, to help them to correct their vision in -~hese matters. 

I should li:;:e to say that the Indian delegation vtill do its best to loa:: at these 

facts objectively. I am sure, liadam Chairman, that you will - I have never once 

seen you feiling in objectivity -- end that other delego;tions will do so and will 

help our colleagues on the two sides to see the facts objectively. 

In -tha-t connexion, l!lr. Dean proposed a certain remedy. I quote from his words 

as I ·i;oo:;: -them down and not from the text 7 becr..use it is eo.sier for me to do so l:llld 

I thinl: i7e should save time now. l:e said thc.t he hoped that his Soviet collea.gues 

would see~ readjustment of their positions. He said he ho?ed that his 0oviet colleagues 

would m~..:~e compromise :proposals, would move out of their old :Jll'.US end no on Md 

would, tl1crefore, move -'c,ovrards -'c,he United 3tates vision of disarmament (~1DC/PV.62, 

:9.29). ·(rit:O.out being misunderstood, I should like to say that I suppor-'.; -::.hat 

statemen-t. But, I also thilli-. that the United States must do the same. ·:::1.e United 

States o.lso must move from its positions and it must move tovmrds the Sovie·::. positions 

or other ideas which might be ex::;>ressed. In otlJ.er words, this injunction which 

L1r. :Jee...J. o.ddressed to his Soviet colleagues, I would take the liberty of c,ddressing 

to both sides. Both sides must move in order -::.o !',ttack frontally the mutuc.l distrust 

between -'.:.hom. It is not going to 0e cood enouc;!1. if 7 realizing that there is this 

distrust, one side or the other expects the other side to mcl-te c.ll the movement. 
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I was very much interested in a portion of the statement by Mr. Green, the 

Foreien .i~inister of Cnr.ada, and I should like to draw attention to it in this 

~0nno:~ion. He was e.t that tiLle speaking about nuclear w:ec-J?on carriers, ~ut I believe 

that wha-'.:; he said has a wide applicetion. He said: 

"I em convinced that opportunity for genuine negotiations will exist only 

if neither side holds to totally uncompromising positions." 

(3}wC/PV.60 p.3l) 

That is a very important stateraent,, and one which comes fron a country which happens 

to be :;:.licned with one of the two great military blocs. I &.1 cfraid "bloc" is not 

a cood word, because "bloc" sounds as though it were somethine that had been frozen, 

the dir.1ensions of which were knovm. Regrettably, today the military arrc.."1cements 

on ecch side are not frozen; they e.re developine at a trecendous pace. So "bloc" 

is a very wrong word to use, but I use it because it has becoce one of -'.:;l1.e 

COnVClT~ional words. I 'i7Ct:.ld a,zain dre~'T a"'..te~tion -'vo what Hr. Green said. He said 

that thoro vTill be op:;_:>ortuni ties for genuine necot,iations "only if neither side 

holds ·to ·!;o-'cally unc omprocising ::?Osi tions r:. Th:;:.·b is a very important stc;tenent, 

end I ho:;:>e that both sides will ·t,a,ke into account those wise words of the ::foreign 

1~nister of Canada. 

i~r. BURNS (Canada): ~'To h~ve just hearcl the representative of India point 

out that the views of the Soviet Union e.nd those of the United States as expounded 

by their re:Jresentatives here on t.he situation thr.t w·ould exist in the w-orld at the 

end of -~ho first stage of disarmament were very different, end we have :ward some 

very :pertinent observations from i:~r. Lall in that connexion. In my stat,ement today 

I am zoi~c to restrict myself to a rather smaller portion of the picture than 

J:J-" Lall -'.:;ouched on: :!.1ar.1e:y, tbe r:1ilitr~y c.nd. .st::ctegic consequences, cs wo see 

ther:1, if the measures provided in the first stcge of the Soviet disarmcr.1cnt plan 

(EN:UC/2) wore put into effect. 

1~-~ our meetine last Friday the Soviet Union representative gave us &1 exposition 

of rrha-'.:;, in the Soviet view, would "i.>e the strateeic situation of the HA':'O alliance 

vis a vis the ·irarsaw ~roaty COtL>].tries at that ::_:>oint (ENDC/PV.62, P• 34). 

Ro:_Jresen·~atives will recall that at -~he close of the meeting I remarked (ibid. p .51 ) 

that the Goviet representative's statement of the hypothetical strateGic ::_:>osition 
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was prct.ty one-sided. I have since carefully studied the :;_:>ortion of lilr. ~orin 1 s 

statememt which deals with this matter and, on this further examination, I feel that 

it gives a very misleadinJ account of the strategic factors involved. ~herefore it 

is necessc.ry, in my view, to offer some criticisr,1s in order that the Conference as 

a vrl~ole may be able to essess the mc.tter, having before it the viewpoint of both 

sides. In :;>reparing these remarks I have had the benefit of the advice of military 

officers 11ho are c.ttached to other delegations; but the conclusions are, I should 

emphasi:3e, my own. No doubt some of my colleccues may wish to make stc;~ements also 

on to Er. Zorin 1s strategic analysis. 

The Soviet Union representative used a very siwple method in makinc his comparison 

of the military capcbili ties of the lJATO countries and those of the ;Tarsaw :Pact 

countries. He me~ely added up the figures of manpower in the armed forces given in 

the table on page 24 of the publicction of the Institute for Strategic Studies 

entitled 11The Communist Bloc a..'ld the Tfestern i..lliances -- the Llili tary Bclance 1961-

6211. If indeed one could assess the military effectiveness of opposed coalitions 

for nations simply by adding up their known military manpmmr, that would greatly 

simplify the art of war. One would not require trained militcry staffs or very 

experienced senerals to deal with strategic questions. An adding machine would 

suffice, end the answer to the question which side could ,.,in a war would be given 

immedictely. 

Hovrever, I should like first of all to mcl~:.e s orne cri tit-isms even of the numbers 

vrhich Lr. Zorin used in his numbers game. I refer to the tcbulction given on page 72 

of tho verbatim record of our sixty-second meeting. There is a mistclie -- probably 

in the trc.nscription -- in that Frcnco is shmm to have 1,900,000 men when it shouli 

have been 1,009,000 men, according to the Institute for Strategic Studies pamphlet, 

and even with that correction the tot:1l of I;Ir. Zorin 1s tabulation is 3,304,000 and 

not 3,334,000 as shown. 

But by including 2.11 the nctions of NATO except the United States nnd Canada 

Mr.Zorin ignores the fact that in cor.-::;;mting wha-~ '.muld be the balance of forces at 

a decisive point or area -- one where an offensive operation might be mounted -- it 

is only those forces that can be concentrated there within a short period of time 

that can be effective. He includes in his list the forces of Turkey, Greece and 

Portugal, which could not possibly reach a decisive theatre in Western :2:uro::?e in 

time to nffect a milit:1:ry decision. It is even doubtful whether it would be 
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possible to move troops from Itnly to the 1/estern Europeon front in time to be of ony 

effect, ns the history of troop movements from the Western Front to Itnly in the 

First ~Torld ~'Tar show-s. Furtherr.~ore, IAT. Zorin has included the armed forces of the 

United l:inc;dom ond Norvrcy, a~l of which, accordinrs to the Soviet provisions for 

stace I, vrould be vri thdrawn to their home territories and could not reach the theatre 

of wer exce:;:>t by passinc over the sea -- an 'J?;>erction which is difficult. end consumes 

much tir.~e, as I will explain more fully later. 

Therefore the only forces which really should be included in this balcnce are 

those of 2rance, the Federal Republic of Germcny, the Netherlands, Belc;iUr.l, Denmark 

end Luxenbourrr. Let us, however, add for good measure the forces of Itnly, and that 

would mc.J.:e 2,100,000 men in round numbers as the cvailable manpower of the N.ATO 

11llionce before the staae I reductions were effected. If the 30 per con-::. reduction 

were applied -- the assumption which li~. Zorin coes on -- that would lecve their 

strencth ct cpproximately 1,500i000 m0n1 c~d those would be faced by 2,300,000 men 

of the -:r~rscw Pact Powers, accordinc to Mr. Zorin 1 s calculc-bion, of which the Soviet 

armed forces would comprise 1,700,000. Thus the numericcl equality which vms alleged 

by ltlr. Zorin in his statemen·t is fou..."'ld to be en advantage of about 50 per cent on 

the side of the Warsm·r Pact Powers when the real stratersic factors arc -~el;:en into 

account. 

The feet thct the forces of the Soviet Union would constitute such a relatively 

larr;e ::_)ar-~ of the total in the ~'Tarsaw Pact group is of rsreat importance. It is a 

principle ::_Jroved by innUr.lerable instences in military history t·hat the effectiveness 

of a honoceneous national force is creatly superior to that of a more or less 

heteroc;eneous alliance although tho two may be equal in numbers. The fectors of 

COrnman~, orc;anization, equipment, r.~utual understcnding and confidence CiVC the 

homogeneous force a very great advantage. In the last two great wars the Soviet 

Union has not had experience of the difficul ti·es 1·rhich arise in opera tine formations 

composed of several nationalities, and the Soviet delegat~on expert may possibly 

have overlooked that factor. I may say that I have command~d formations comprising 

several different nationalities, both in 7-he Second 'i1orld :Jar end in the United 

Nations ZI;Iergency Force, and I have no hesitation in sayinG that in reclwning 

military effectiveness a considerable discount must be applied to the nominal 

numbers of a force made up of many allies. 
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Incicle;:r~ally, the Soviet proposds (EN.DC/40) would ~revent the forces of the 

NA'£0 nctions traininc to operate es a t;roup. Although it, is not strid:;ly relevant 

to the subject on which I am speal~inc; 1 I must say that I cannot unders-~c.:ncl why the 

prohibition of joint manoeuvres was introduced into the Soviet draft for s-~cce I 

when ano-cl1er article calls for o..ll military f0rccs to be withdrawn to their home 

territories in that stace" If national forces ~eel always to re~ain on their own 

terri tory it is difficult to see how they coulcl car-ry out joint manoeuvres c,t all. 

But this is a:part from the main arc;uraent I cr,1 advancing in this statement,. 

'i.'he Soviet draf~; treaty sees the Soviei, arme<l forces as having 1, 700,000 men 

left ct the end of stcc;e I. It, has been poin-ced out several times in this Conference 

that it is not numbers of men thc,-1:. cive strenc-'.:.l1., especir.lly offensive strencth, 

to modern crmies but the arml:'..ments with whlch they are equi:p:?ed -- particularly 

tanks, e,::;:--~illery, mortars and attac:;: circraft. ~·lhat will -the Soviet Union have left 

in those nost important c atecories of conventioncl mili tc,:ry strength? I turn to 

the docunent from which i!Ir. Zorin has dra·tm his ficures and which he ::?re::mmably 

recards cs a cood authority. ~'le note on its :::>a~e 4 that in :3ast Germany -che 

Soviet Union has ten tc.n:: divis:i ons) oach with 400 tanks, and ten rnecho.."li;:;ed 

divisions, er1ch with 250 tcnl-cs. OP the next )Gc;e it is stated that the to-~cl tank 

strenc-!ih of tbe Soviet .1-..:rmy is estinn+,ed at 2C,COO front-line tanks a..nd l),COO 

second-line or reserve tc:nl;:s. '?hose 35,000 vill 7 of course, bG reduceC. l.Jy 30 per 

cent, and· there will be 24,500 left, vrhich :i.s enouch to equip about 60 tan:.~ 

divisions, includin.=; those that I have mentioned aoovec 

?rcsun1c~ly, under the provisions of ti:w Soviet plan for stace I, -t·~le divisions 

now in Ger1:mny would be withdrawn -~o .Sovie+, terri~ory, but they might be no further 

away thct what was formerly East ?russic•. ~cy noar Kalinicrcd. Kalinicrad is 

only cbou-~ GOO kilometres from the mouth of t.h(:; :::a:)e on the North Sea, a distance 

whic·h could be covered in five dey~ 1 n:arch -::.y .:'!.rraoured c:ivisions. 

I-'.:. is ste.ted also in the samn section o.f the Institute for Stratec.;ic Studies 

document that there ere nine divisions in the e.irbornc forces of the Soviet Uhion 

and thct tvro of them ccn be airurO:?)e<'l_ or all'l<:;.r-,cled in nny sincle operc:tion. The 

reduction of armoments under the :Joviet 17lan woulG. not reqt~i! e any of these highly 

trained c.,.11cl very povmrful offensive organs ··- -0:ml:;: divisions 1 airborne divisions 

or mechcr:.i;:;ed divisions - to be cliaoanded or reduced in cq_ui]ment so th2:t they 

would be in any wny immobilized or less povrerful in offensive operations, 
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Obviously wl1.c.t the West has to fear is the possibility of a messive attac::, out 

~1ir. Zorin has sJ.:;ated that: 

"·••••• In these new conditions an aggressor could not expect to achieve con?lete 

surprise. Furthermore, in view of the existence in the territory of States 

of a fairly extensive control networ~L to supervise the elimination of delivery 

vehicles and the reduction of armed forces and arnaments as early as staGe I, 

no one will be able to hide preparations for unleashing war. 11 (31-IDC/PV .62, 

pp.36,37) 

1ir. Zorin went on to say the.t any surprise the.t could be achieved ·would be much less 

than that of the attack by Hitler's Germany against the Soviet Union in 1941. 

There are tvro points to be commented upon in the foregoing :?assage. FirsJ.:;, the 

same type of aroaoents as enabled Hitler's forces to oove by sur]rise to effect deep 

penetrations in-to the Soviet Union would still be in existence, r.s I have shO"Im. 

Secondly, stre-te:::;ic military surprise is, as every officer knows, a relative uctter. 

Surprise, in the sense of earlier preparation and concentration, if it gave only ~' 

advantage of ten days, might well be decisive. Mr. Zorin would seem to imply that 

the States of the Warsaw Treaty -- and, of course, the lJ.b.TO States -- would no longer 

be able to achieve strategic surprise after the measures of stage I of the Sovie-~ 

draft treaty had been carried out. Secrecy and concealment are the prime re~uisites 

for a surprise attack, and, as we know, the military system of the Soviet Union is 

very carefully shrouded in secrecy and we have seen in this Conference how pre-

occupied the Soviet Union is to keep it so. However, it may be thct 1lr. Zorin 

intended to let, us !mow that the Soviet Union was novr willing to fo1·go the adventcge 

of secrecy which the 1!Tarscw Treaty countries now possess. 

I have quoted his remarks about a control networl:. Do they oecn that the Doviet 

Union has reconsidered its attitude in regerd to the verification of disarmament 

measures? In the past ~~r. Zorin has told us that control would consist only of 

permitting observers to watch the destruction of ar~s and the disbandoent of ?ersonnel 

at certain selected sites. \'T .. e have been told that we have no ri&;i.lt to know cbout 

the quantity or location of any forces or armaments which remain. But, of course, 

if that attitude were maintained all the forces -- the very powerful offensive 

forces which I h11ve mentioned -- would not be subject to inspection or observe-~ ion: 
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that is, unless the Soviet Union has now decided to include ~revisions for c network 

of observntion posts such as was sucgested in the "surprise att~ck" pro:;:>oscls of 

1958 nn<l >rhich wes one of the measures mentioned by .i.'Ir. Gromylw in his lo~.;-~er of 

26 Se:;_Y~em:Jer 1961. But durin;s this Conference we hcve so far been c;ivcn to under

stand thc~ no such nrrcn;sements would be tolerable to the Soviet Union, so ell this 

obsession with secrecy is anothe:r :ren.son why -~he ~Test fears the possibility of a 

:;:>owerful lend offensive by Soviet forces. 

L1 the 7ast the IJJ..'i'O alliance w::1s even wcclwr then it novr is in conventional 

forces :::;nC. armaments, rclntive to the ~:Tarscw ~rcn·liy Powers o It was the d.n.nccr of' 

mnss o.Vvc"c:: by forces which could in n. few dnys seize vi tnl terri tory in ucstern 

Europe ~.;~n~ caused t.he HATO nllinncc to rely on the nuclear U.cterrent. '::he matter 

has recen·Hy been exj_)lnined very clcnrly by the representctive of th-e Uni-~ed States, 

lilro Donn, quotinG the ex:plnnation;:;ivcn by President Kennedy of the lonc-stc.nding 

~olicy in t~is matter (Sif.DC/PV.61, Jo3l). 

'..'he c.ira of my nrcument torlny, as the Committee will hnve crasped, is ·lio show 

that u.ncle:;:- the Soviet Union's sta.:;;e I disnrnaoen-t, ?roposcls the Sovie~.; Union and its 

allies wouhl still retain a c;reat su?eriori ty in the men...J.s of conventional vrar which 

could ".Jc n::_):~lied in a decisive cJroc in ~/Testern :0.:uro::?e; but u.nder the Joviet 

:!_)roposnls tho \'fest would no lonc;cr have the nuclon:r crmc..r.1ent which today C.e-~ers nny 

such c-d.venture. 

I wc,nt to say ·bhat I do not forc;et that the represen-t,d,ive of the Joviet Union 

has nssureC. us -that: 

"·. o -~he Goviet Union nnd its o..llies are no-~ threnteninc wyone c.r1C. hcve no 

in·0c::lJvion of threatening anyone in the ::.)rocess of disaroc.mento" 

{::!.:lf.DS/l'V o 62, ') o 62) 

~·re welcome ~.;ho.t o.ssurcnce from .i . .ir. Zorin, of course, and remember that vre hcve heo.rd 

such assurances before. But unfortunately, in the world as it is, when mci~ing 

calculations o.ffecting national security and the defence of vital inte:rests -- and 

disarmcment affects both of these -- we hn.ve ·::.o cou.."'lt on what nations can do, what 

their nctions might be if perha:>s their destinies vrere controlled by persons less 

pecceful-r.1inded than I.x. Zorin c.nll 1.x. Khrushchev. 

Turning b~cL to the factors of time and space, which are ~ '' OI -JD.G essence o~ 

military stra:'lie[;y, L~r. Zorin quoted some very strange views on t~1e f2Jcility I'Ti<:.:~ 

which troops could be moved across the ocean. ae referred to the ]Ossibility of the 

United States :;:-ei:2fo:rcing its lT.l:.TO allies in the evenJ~ cf a wer "'i'Ti-th conventic:.1el 
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weapons breaking out after the stage I reductions had been effected. 

he said: 

I quote Yrhet 

"li:oreover, if the ·western European members of NATO should wish, in the 

event of a nilitary conflict, to bring in the troops of their i.o.erican c:.ll~r 

to aid theu, ••• modern trensport liners, each of which can t~~e an entire 

division vri-bh 1'..11 arms and equipment, ,·rill cross the Atlantic ·within five 

days. Eo:reover., there is, as we know, transoceanic air trans:>Ort. 

"In his recent statement at the University of r.:ichigan, ti1.e United Str.:~es 

Secretary f~:r Defense, lvlr. VlcNamara, mentioned that the perso::x:~el of two 

).merican divisions can be rapidly transported to Europe by cir." 

(E11DC/PV .62, ?P .40, 41) 

With reference to cir-transported divisions, :Mr .. 1icNamcro. pointed out that their 

equipment, their c1~aments and arms were stored in Europe; but, of course, lli~de:r the 

provisions of the Soviet draft treaty there would be no United States bases in Zurope, 

or equipment either, and to move men into a battle crec. without all their armanen-~s 

would be merely offering them up for slo.ughter. 

I am afraid that the expert who advised l·ir. Zorin in this mctJ.;,er of movinc; 

military forces ccross the ocean -- or even across a relatively narrow body of ln·.-~er 

such as the English Channel or the North Sea -- is not very well ccqudnted wiJ.:.~1. the 

problems. If he would only study the extensive military litercture, which his 

Western colleagues will be glad to indico.te to him, describing the difficulties which 

the United States encountered both in the First World -::rar and in the Second 'ilorld 

War in transpor-ting its armies to the European theatre -- E>.nd those difficulJdes were 

not chiefly due to U-boat operations -- and also the tiue taken to nove the 3ritish 

armies across the Channel to the friendly territory of France at t:·10 outbreru--. of the 

Second World "!Tcr in Septeober 1939, his ideo..s on the s:;:>eed with vrhich such o:;:>erdions 

could be carried out would be drastically revised. 

As for the air:plane, it certainly speeds travel of ~ersonnel 0ut it is not 

suited for moving 0ulk cargoes 01 .. ~r long distances. J..ir travellers lmow very m~ll 

how much a few ::ilos of excess baggage costs. But soldiers in heavily equi~~cd 

units may require as much as 10 tons per man; and, npart from the dead weigh-t., 

military equipment assumes inconvenient and extrnordinary shapes. Problems of the 

military loadinG of ships and nirplanes upset all ordinary trans?ortntion 

calculations. L:;narently Mr. Zorin 1 s adviser assumed that it would be as easy to 

move a division by air, and have it fully effective cs a fighting organ on nrrival, 

as it is to ta::e passage in an aircraft from Geneva to Hew York. 
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I no-~e else that the re:;;Jresentn:tive of the Soviet Union is reported as mentioning at the 

same meetinc -'.;hat the distance from 8iberia to the western boundary of -~he Soviet Union is 

twice cs erect as the distance across the Atlantic. ( -,·a ,, ' l. D:t • p <>"+>!- I 

h0 sn.id cn.rlier in his s·&ater.:wnt, there would not be any real reason for Illa.<J.y of the Sovi.ct 

amed forces -::.o be in the Fc.r East, where the Soviet Union 1 s erect ally, Cor.JrJunist Ch:i.na~ 

could surely ::_:>rotect it fror.1 any attac~-. from the cou..'1.tries he oen·Ucned (ibiG.. p. 39 ) as 

possible at;r;ressors. Therefore the Soviet Union could concentrate its forces in -~l1e -o;•res tern 

part of its ·i:,crri tory, ::J.L"'"l(c the lonG dis-!.it'...."'1Ce fron1 Vladivostok to the Western Front is 

immcteriel. 

Before closint; this critice.l revie"l'r I shoulC:. refer to another ;>oint. Llr. Zorin he,s ·';ole 

us that at the end of stace I ir~ the Soviet treaty on]y land armies wov.lG. cxis·i; in Eu:r.ope. 

Fe·~ soille recson he believes he has reassured our United Kingdom colleagues w:1en he tells 13 

that an at·t,cc:: u:pon the British Isles would be im::_:>ossible with those reduc·!iions J..n ah· and. 

sea. power. I wonder if he rec.lizes whc.-0 a disconcerting picture ·this really is for ·c.he 

B:r-i -vish. Tna"'.; he is suyinc; is that c,f-~er the interlockinG defence measures u:;,)o:J. which tho 

NAr:-o allil'.nce relies have been des·liroyed, and the countries on the western ::?eri?lwry of 

Eu:.·ope ere c:'v the mercy of the Eastern bloc land crmies, the Jri tish should ::,e happJ a,J"'(1. 

cont8nt -~o be ba,r-ricaded u:;::>on their isll:'.nds. ln short, IiJ-. Zo:rin vrants us -'.;o believe that 

the British woulG. be (lelic;hted to find themselves in the ::_:>osii;ion which they enjoyed. when 

the Ha?oleo:ric armies were cam:;;>ed across the Channel in l8:a, or thereabouts, o-r during tb.e 

Bc:.ttle of Bri-~cin. It i::: :;;>recisely to avoid such e. condition arising tha·b tho h'ef.~torn 

Povrers founded c defensive alliance, &"'"ld that seeos so obvious -'.;hat I will no-~ labour· the 

point further. 

I can. ... '1.o-~ conclude \vithout sayine a, few mo:ce words about the threat of auclear 1:ar vhi,~h 

the ScYiet union vnuld have us believe, its :;:>lon would remove after fifteen months. OtJ:-.e"".' 

1hstern representative~> have ;;iven reasons why this proposal -- attractive indeed a;; a 

vision -- is unrealistic and impracticable. The c..rcuments which I have givrm are ir .. :G·?nd.ed 

to rGfute -::;~-w contention cf the representative of the Soviet Union t.hat i:f -(,here were no 

means ~f delivery of nuclear wea?ons left in the world, and.the other measures of sta;_-;e I cf 

tl1e U3S::?. 1 s clisarmaillen-t plan wore carrioL-:.. out, the ITl..'.;:'O alliance vrould be in no cb.TJ.eer be::::tuse 

o:':' 7ars::-..w bloc superiority in conventionc.l :forces, and hence would have no neeC: to rely 0~1 

s ·nlClear force deterrent. 

The Canadi:::n delec(1tion is as ar.xious as any other to see the threat, of nuclear war 

removecl fror.1 -;:;:·w world. But we are convinced tha-'.-; it can only be removed t:1rcueh the grmTtb 

o;: ·_,rlc!.er::d:;a.nC:inc ancl confidence between the great nuclear Powers of the· \"les·:. Gncl the 8-.1.'3+.; 

c;:; 1 :~2at understandinG and. confider..ce can oest be buiH, up >vi thin the ;>recess of staeecl, 

such a process as is provided for in the United Sta·i;es cutl:i.r..o 

of basic ~revisions for cencral ~'1.d com~lete disarmament (ENDC/30). 
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Mr. CAVALLETTI (Italy)(translation from French): Y1e are nearing th~ end 

of our discussion of point 5 (a) of our procedure of work (ENDC/52). Before it ends 

I should like to add a very short statement on behalf of the Italian delegation to 

follow the speech made by w~. Burns, who expounded very thoroughly the technical 

reasons why the ¥estern delegations cannot accept certain measures which the Soviet 

delegation has proposed for stage I. 

Several of those measures, which have been thoroughly considered by the Italian 

delegation in previous discussions, seemed to be aimed in various but ~onverging 

ways at a single goal: to deprive the militarily less powerful countries of Western 

Europe of the co-ope~at~on of their major ally at the outset of disarmament by 

destroying the balance which should on the contrary, according to the Agreed 

Principles (ENDC/5), be maintained through the whole Qisarmament process. The total 

destruction of delivery vehicles, the complete liquidation of bases defined as 

foreign, the departure of allied troops, and the prohibition of joint manoeuvres 

all these measures taken as a whole appear to be directed toward the same object: 

the separation of the Western European countries from their American al~y and their 

isolation at the very start of the disarmament process before mutual confidence 

was established. 

We cannot accept this. In preparing the first stage of our treaty we must bear 

in mind that the world situation from the end of the Second World War until now has 

been marked by the existence of two great Powers of vast military might, one of which, 

having an outlook on life different from ours, is quite near at hand in Europe, 

while the ?ther, closer to us in ideals, is separated from us by thousands of miles 

of sea. Italy is the only country of the Western European Continent represented 

in this Committee. Naturally I have no authority to speak for the others, but I am 

sure that our Western European partners share with us the same fears and.the same 

aspiratio~s. We all have one objective only: that peace, security and ind~pend~nce 

should be assured for all against every danger and every threat. How could we 

possibly feel otherwise? 

Italy, like the· other countries of -\'fest ern Europe, is endeavourillg to imp::rove 

its own lot through the efforts of its peaceful people while co-operating in the 

development of other countries. The results of our efforts over the past fifteen 

years are well known. For us as for everyone else, war would be a tremendous 

catastrophe and the end of all hope. To safeguard our peaceful efforts, we and 
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the other militarily weaker European countries have established, as we are entitled 

to do by the United Nations Charter, a defensive alliance in which countries on both 

sides of the Atlantic participate on a perfectly equal footing according to our 

free and democratic principles. All these countries ardently desire the end of the 

armaments race and the destruction of all armaments in a peaceful world by means of 

a disarmament treaty, so that the economic resources now swallowed up in this 

dangerous race may be devoted to progress and to the development of all the nations 

of the world. 

Last Friday L::r. Zorin asked ~r.r. Dean whether he thought that the day would 

come when the American forces would leave Europe (ENDC/PV.62, p. 54). That question 

should not have been put to the United States delegation only, but also to all the 

other Western countries which, like the United States, are joined in a common 

defensive alliauce by the will of their peoples freely expressed in their democratic 

parliaments. To r~.lr. Zorin 1 s question I would reply that we wish for the coming of a 

peaceful world, a world without arms, where there would no longer he any need of 

military alliances and where peaceful co-operation between peoples would be directed 

solely into economic, cultural and spiritual channels for the welfare of all peoples. 

It is the wish of us all that this new world be created as soon as possible through 

our efforts here. At the same time no one should be surprised that, at the beginning 

of a process as new and risky as general and complete disarmament, when the Soviet 

Union refuses to accept even the phrase "in. a _f>eaceful world", we are bound for our 

part to preserve our co-operation with our major ally while cherishing the hope 

that in a new world this co-operation, at present so needful and precious, will 

become a past and distant chapter in our history. 

Our Indian colleague has just exhorted us most eloquently to negotiate.(supra,p~l2» 

He is right; I fully agree with this appeal, and I hope it will be heeded by 

everyone. But let us try to negotiate what is truly neg·otiable in stag·e I, and 

reserve further efforts for the next stages when they come up for discussion at our 

Conference. Let us try to negotiate with the Agreed Principles in mind as our 

guide. Let no one try to impose solutions which, as our socialist partners are well 

aware, the West cannot accept in stage I. If they are sincere, as we believe they 

are, they should understand tbis; and it is only from mutual understanding that 

agreement can emerge and develop, as we keenly desire. 
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Mr. PADILLA NERVO (Iviexico) (translation from Spanish): I should like to 

associate myself .with those of my colleagues who ~ave congratulated our co-Chairmen 

on their agreem~nt concerning the Procedure of Work which this Conference should 

follow. I hope they will also be able to agree on the basic questions in the list 

submitted to us in paragraph 5 (ENDC/521 p.2). I should also like to welcome the 

Nigerian Minister of Defence and tell him that my delegation is in full sympathy 

with the spirit of his speeches in this Committee. 

At the meeting of 24 July, when we were honoured by the presence of a number 

of 1Ainisters and heard their valuable statements, document ENDC/52 was distributed 

to the members of this Conference. It contains the co-Chairmen's recommendations 

for the procedure of work on the first stage of a treaty on general and ~omplete 

disarmament. On the same day, at the Chairman's suggestion, the Committee approved 

these recommendations unanimously, as it does on the unfortunately rare occasions 

when the co-Chairmen agree on an important point. My delegation, like the others, 

found no. fault with the recommendations and finds none now; but I should like to 

mention that I cannot see why the following restriction is included in paragraph 4: 

11'.£he present arrangements are not intended to apply to the 

consideration during plenary sessions of the question of a treaty 

for banning nuclear weapon tests and of questions relating to 

the work of the Committee of the whole." (ibid., p.l). 

I do not think that this remark will ever prevent any delegation, if it feels 

so inclined, f~om referring to this important question. In fact it has not done so. 

A number of representatives have made valuable remarks in plenary session on the 

banning of nuclear tests. The representative of the United Kingdom, 1x. Godber, 

commenting on the words of our colleague from Brazil, said: 

11 ••• -we sholl undoubtedly be hsving on opportunity shortly for further discussions 

on. this I"lDtt.er ... ". (:ENDC/PV.61, p. 46 ) • 
The Sovie·t Union representative, r-,lso commen·iii:::.;; on the re::.J6~r3.\:s of v~:,:dc,us 

representatives on the suspension of nuclear tests, said: 

"I therefore reserve my right to revert in the Three-Power Sub-committee 

to these matters which have been touched upon today and then, if 

necessary, at subsequent plenary meetings of our Committee." 

(ibid.' p.47 ) • 
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I hope that the discussions on stage I of a disarmament treaty will not prevent us 

from devotin~ some of our 't'ime. to the study of this vital question, nor interrupt 

our efforts to achieve as soon as possible a final nuclear test ban. 

I think that the members of this Committee realize clearly that we have very 

little time in which to agree on any or all of the questions before us -- at any rate 

if we wish to fulfil our duty and p~rpose of sending to the United Nations Disarmament 

Commission and the forthcoming General Assembly a constructive report marking real 

progress in our work. The rrth session of the General Assembly begins in the 

middle of September, and our re?ort should be ready at the latest in the first 

week of September. According to the procedure approved at our meeting on 16 July 

(ENDC/PV.57, p.46), unless other arran5ements are made we shall only meet in plenary 

fourteen times during August. Most of these fourteen meetings will be devoted to 

subjects connected with stae;·e I of a treaty on general and complete disarmament 

the twelve problems listed in paragraph 5 of the co-Chairmen's recommendations 

approved on 24 July (ENDC/5~, p.2). However, if the Committee so decides, some 

of these fourteen sessions will be devoted to collateral measures, such as methods 

to prevent further dissemination of nuclear weapons, and reduction of the 

possibility of war by surprise attack, miscalculation, or failure ~ communications. 

I agree with the Canadian Minister for External .i.ffairs1 11r. Green, that outer 

space should be regarded as a collateral measure and receive full consideration 

(ENDC/.PV.60J p.29). 

\Ve should recognize that it is of prime importance to devote the necessary 

number of meetings to the question of a nuclear test ban, to which the world gives 

first priority, and which must be solved in the nearest future to reduce the risks 

of war and safeguard peace. We recognize that all the problems before us are of 

great importance, especially that which we might say includes all the othe~~' an 

agreement on general and complete disarmament. But we canno~ ~gqore that no real 

and permament progress towards this will be possitle unless the nuclear test race 

is stopped. 

The Canadian 1/linister for External Affairs rightly said (ibid., p.26) that the 

question of nuclear tests is the most important of all and its solution would slow 

down the arms race and create the confidence necessary for progress towards general 

and complete disarmament. VIe might go on negotiatin€:, here on general. anq complete 

disarmament for months and years; but while the arms race continues to grow in 
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volume, intensity and danger-- that is to say,· while the Powers remain bound to 

the endless spiral of their nuclear tests -- I do not believe we shall advance one 

step towards the solution of any other disarmament problems. On the contr~, I 

fear that as time goes on each n·ew series of tests will increase hostility and 

str·engthen the chains which prevent the great Powers from breaking the vicious circle. 

Mr. Russo, the Italian representative, said (ibid., p.46) that time is against 

us. But the moment is hot past, and perhaps circumstances are now favourable for 

reaching an agreement that will put an end to the tests. If we miss this 

o~~crtunity -- and let us Lore that each State takes due note of the echo of the 

other's explosions-- no agreement will be possible and the Powers will claim in turn 

the fictitious right of retaliation. We know too well the "reasons" which both 

sides put forward to justify or explain their explosions. Both sides have proclaimed 

from time to time their inte~tion of putting an end to the era~ nuclear race 

which condemns them and humanity to an indefinite series of nuclear tests and to 

the ever-increasing radioactive contamination of the atmosphere. 

Life is movement and change. Nothing in the world remains fixed and immutable, 

and this inexorable law applies also to international life, in which the process of 

growth and change never stands still. The longer the nuclear Powers take to reach 

an understanding, the greater the likelihood that other Powers will succeed in 

entering the nuclear race. Every new member of the nuclear club will inevitably 

diminish the security of each nation and of the world. Each series of tests 

which the Powers carry out in turn puts the Power which conducted the last series 

under the scientific and political necessity of analyzing the new one, and it will 

proceed in its turn to reply with new tests and allege that it was forced to do so 

for reasons of national security, military balance, retaliation, imitation, or the 

right to the last turn; and so on indefinitely. 

When will it stop? The reasons now given for answering one series with another 

will be just as valid in the eyes of the nuclear Powers next year and the year 

after, and can be invoked year after year till the end of the century -- if that 

were possible, which it is not, since everyone knows that if we cannot soon change 

course, the danger of a catastrophe destructive to all alike, the only outcome of 

this suicidal conflict, will grow greater every day. One of the greatest obstacles 

to a treaty prohibiting nuclear tests is the fear that the Power which carried out 

the last series of tests has obtained some military advantage from.them7 or made 
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inventions or discoveries which give it a decisive nuclear lead. A Power 

entertaining this fear will not easily be persuaded to sign a treaty prohibiting 

tests so long as it has nDt tried in its turn torestore the military balance which 

it thinks has been upset by the opposing Power 1 s tests. 

The world is tired of listenin~ to bad arguments in defence of a worse cause. 

In nuclear testing the great :Powers are each other 1 s prisoners. They say, "We will 

carry out no more tests unless we are forced to"; but in reality each side never 

stops driving the other and being itself driven. That is the true position. For 

this reason the other States represented on this Committee should in my opinion 

increase their efforts to free the nuclear Powers simultaneously from this strange 

slavery which each in turn suffers and imposes. 

It is hard to believe that the analyses which scientists make of the nuclear 

tests conducted by the other side will ever lead them to the conclusion that the 

tests were repetitive, useless and sterile and have given the enemy no technical 

advantage. Quite the opposite: every analysis which one side makes of the 

o:ther' s tests provides evidence, or at least a reasonable suspicion, that some 

technical improvement and nuclear advantage has been obtained. So long as we do 

not fix by common consent a date for the final epding of the tests, no Power will 

find a suitable moment nor adequate scientific or political reasons for halting its 

tests. 

The world condemns nuclear tests -- all of them -- and rejects the assertion 

that moral principles or the interests of world peace force the Soviet Union to carry 

out the tests it has announced. If any moral principle can be invoked, it is that 

which obliges all the nuclear Powers to make a final end to tests and to respect 

the rights of humanity to life, health and ?eace. 

My delegation feels that, besides considering definite proposals on each of 

the subjects mentioned in the text and listed in paragraph 5 of the co-Chairmen~s 

recommendations, we should try to reach &~ agreement to end nuclear tests. If we 

cannot do this before the end of the year, the truce that is bound to occur when 

each party has made its tests will be fleeting and precarious -- a mere. ominous 

interval devoted to the analysis and preparation of new series of tests. In the 

meantime there will always be the danger that the existing international controversies, 

or others which may arise, will interrupt or break off our negotiations on 

disarmament itself. 
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Although our long-continued €ndeavours t6 reach a treaty finally banning nuclear 

tests have aimed at including within the ban absoiutely all tests in every 

environment, we now think it might be possible to go back to the idea of ending 

atmospheric tests while continuip.g to negotiate on underground tests, if the 

present. differenc~s about the technical difficulties of detection and identification 

and the form of adequate control continue to hold up the~aming of a treaty. Here 

too we might say that the best is sometimes the enemy of the good. In any case, 

whatever way we take, my delega·~ion will still press my sugi!,estion of 9 :May 

(ENDC/PV .34, p o 16) that· the earliest possible. da:te should be fixed for the final 

ending of tests. 

So long as the Power·s are legally ep.titled to conduct tests to improve their 

nuclear weapons and gain a military advantage, the mutual fear will continue and it 

will be difficult for them to find any moment suitable for abandoning the nuclear 

competition by treaty. If, on the other hand, a date were fixed by common consent, 

acceptable to both sides, on which nucJ.e~ -1- e~-ting ,,,.,,1J.Cl. hA finally brought to an 

end, the. fear -that either side would break the existing balance would disappear, 

and then it would be: less difficult to reach agreement on control methods and the 

duties and pow€rs of the international scientific commission suggested in the eight

power memorandum (EN.OC/28). My suggestion of 9 May, with which you are all 

familiar, is a contribution to -~his end¥ 

I should like to take this opportunity to thank the representatives of Sweden, 

the United Kingdom, Italy, Brazil and Nigeria for the sympathetic interest in the 

1iexica:u proposal wl>.ioh they have expressed at various meetings of this Committee. 

In the light of what I have said about the limited time at our disposal for 

examining the problems I have mentioned, especially those listed in paragraph 5 of 

document ENDC/521 it is easy to see that if we wish to examine and reach a conclusion 

on every one of the twelve points in that paragraph, we cannot devote more than one 

plenary meeting to each. That would be impossible, On some, agreement will be 

difficult and the co-Chairmen will probably submit them to us in drafts full of 

brackets and double brackets. Others offer gTeater possibilities of agreement, and 

perhaps we ought to have begun with those. This was also suggested by the Canadian 

Minister of Foreign Relations (ENDC/PV .. 601 p.29) and, I think, implied in the 

proposals of subjects for discussion submitted by the United Kingdom representative 

(ENDC/50) on 17 Julyo The Italian representative, ivir. Russo, said that we should fix 
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on certain practical questions where there is the greatest chance of agreement, and 

pass on from th~ phase of exposition of problems to that of concrete negotiations 

(~DC/601 p .45). 

But if, as things are, we want to make progress, we must change our methods so 

that we can get to work on definite drafts of articles, preferably, I suggest, 

presented first I repeat, first -- by the co-Chairmen, so that the Committee can 

in this stage of its work examine concrete proposals and not speeches, and make 

without loss of time precise suggestions on the texts submitted by the co-Chairmen 

and on the drafts or working documents submitted by any other member of the Committee. 

We have studied very carefully all the speeches made at this and previous 

meetings on point 5(a), now under discussion, and the working papter presented by 

the Bulgarian delegation (ENDC/L.l7.!/). In my opinion it would be more useful to 

discuss this document than to go again over issues which have been examined before, 

on which learned and eloquent speeches have been made in agreement and disagreement, 

and with which our Committee is very familiar from its study of the disarmament 

plans presented by the Soviet Union (ENDC/2) and the United States (ENDC/30). I do 

not think it should be difficult for the co-Chairmen, aided by the competent staffs 

of their delegations, to submit to us draft articles or working papers on each of 

the twelve points listed in paragraph 51 so that our debates may be confined to 

those drafts. I hope our co-Chairmen will consider this suggestion. 

The CHAIRL'.i.AN (Sweden): "\{e have heard the comments which the representative 

of M~xico has made on the rather strained timetable of our proceedings, and also 

his proposal for a certain re-phasing of the work of the two co-Chairmen in relation 

to our deliberations. At this moment I think I can do nothing more than commend 

his comments and proposals to the attention of the Committee; and we might express 

the hope tP~t we shall hear from the two co-Chairmen when they have considered the 

proposal. 

Mr. HAJEK (Czechoslovakia): The discussion in our Committee has 

reached a stage where it is necessary to formulate a joint draft article containing 

the obligations to be assumed by the parties to the treaty on general and complete 

disarmament in order to accomplish the tasks of the first stage of general and 

complete disarmament. After having heard numerous speeches from representatives of 

!/ See also Rev.l 
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different countries, the delegation of Czechoslovakia remains convinced that for 

achievin~ t.his objective article 4 of the Soviet draft treaty on general and 

complete disarmament (ENDC/2) forms a sound and workable basis. 

Two main categories of objections have been raised by the representatives of 

the NAXO countries against the wordin~ of that article. The first category concerns 

the alleged absence from the Soviet proposal of, as ~~. Dean put it, 

"general obligations to deal with verification and the measures to 

ensure a peaceful world during the course of disarmament." 

. (EN?C/PV.6l, P• 2Qh_). 

It is our understanding that this kind of objection is met by the wording of the draft 

article 4 of the treaty on general and conplete disarmament (ENDC/L.l7) submitted 

:by the Bulgarian delegation at the meeting held on 25 July (ENDC/PV .61). As 

everyone knows, that draft takes into ~ull account the requirements contained in 

the United States draft and the objections of our colleagues from the NATO countries. 

The second category of objections raised by the United States delegation and by 

other delegations of the \Western countries concerns the requirement expressed in the 

Soviet proposal that the complete elimination of all nuclear delivery vehicles, 

coupled with the simultaneous dismantling of foreign bases and the withdrawal of 

all troops from foreign territories, should take place as early as in the first 

stage of general and complete disarmament. In all our discussions, that objection 

has been reiterated, and the reason given has been that the measure would create 

an unacceptable imbalance. Since that was repeated this morning by the 

representatives of Canada and Italy my delegation would like to try to reply to 

the objections. 

First of all, the requirement to eliminate all nuclear delivery vehicles at 

the first stage_would affect all states possessing such delivery vehicles in an 

equal measure and to an equal extent. Therefore, from that point of view one 

cannot speak of any "unequal position" in which .any p<1rty to the treaty would 

find itself. Nuclear delivery vehicles would be destroyed by both sides, and 

that fact would have immense importance in connexion with the removal of the 

threat of a nuclear war because nuclear weapons which today undoubtedly constitute 

suitable means for aggression would be completely neutralized. I think that we 

should look at this problem from the point of view of the possibility of a nuclear 

attack, of a possible threat by the most dangerous instrument, capable of inflicting 

upon l;rumani ty the catastrophe of a nuclear war. 
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The Soviet Union is ready to :;:enoa::.1.ce -t:1e use of n'lClear we.apons entirely at the 

very beginnin!J of .J.i!:0· :;: roc"~':' ~ ~ c0neral e.'!.'ld conplete d.isurmament and to elim,inate 

them completely in the second s·!i'age, jusi. because aggression has no place in the 

policy of.· the Soviet Union. J:h.a;t agc.:.n p::ov:i.uo:J clea:.- evidence of the fact that the 

nuclear force of· the Sov:i.e-'li Un:i.on wu..s bui.lJu and 5..s beiug built for the sole purpose of 

defence in response -'vo the n,cle~r -~h?cat f:::-om ""·he West; and that the Soviet Union is 

ready to give it up errbirely M socn £,;:; -~.fie Vie~torn Pol\al'~ themselves shelve their 

nuclear weapons and stop their aggress::.:ve nuclec:r ·~hreats., 

The representative of the United States alleged that a 100 per cent el.imination 

of nuclear delivery vehicles 'l'l01:.ld rc:::-.:10:.- -;,he CO')!ltries which are members of NATO 

virtually powerless vis~"""Vi:3 'the ~c.,ciaUs-~ coa..."'l·J~·io~ in the field of conventional 

armed forces, particularly in :::.tn:cpe o '1'1::.~"-~ ::;{.ete:nenb ·,-ms :;:-epeated by the representative 

of the United Kingdom end, -',)odo.y, co ~·'!1 by ~··l<G :.::ep:;:oe:JentaMve of Canada and by the 

representative of Italy., E"J"v a det&lled c..nalyds fron the military and strategic 

points of view made on.· 27 July by ·L:~e so~.i9t de:!.eg"1tion (ENOC/PV .62, :w.34 et. seq.) quite 

clearly refuted that objectio!l ·ju:r~ by 't:sing technical arguments - the type of 

argUments and reat:oning so often in':0ked by t!1e Wes:t;ern delegations during our 

discussions. When the Western delegations pcr,sist in repeating the assertion about 

the alleged imbo;'!.nace resul tin~ fro::J. J;ji.::.e icrpla:ne~tn:tion of the first stage of the 

Soviet proposal, they are repeating somo-:;hing ,·r:-~ich is in direct co:o.tradiction to the 

pronouncements of the U:ni ted S-'.:,.:;;'.;::s C:9r:J:c/:.::::::-:;· of Dsfence '· which have been quoted here 

several times. As our delegf':IJion va~ -~he f:i.r:::-h to qaoi;e those statements in this 

debate it is superfluous for me ·i,o :re!,)e8·~ -l;;heUl. Eut, after hearinzs. the discussion of 

27 July, we -- proba~iy in common with all the delegations present here, -- took the 

advice of our military expert t~na ~-.tzo -~J.w !'l,dvice gained from military literature 

concerning this point, a."'ld I shc.Ud. J. ·ikE to present our modest contribution to this 

problem on that particular level. 

We have found that ·bhe newly--:~J.Oroinc,tod Chairman of the United States Joint Chiefs 

of Staff, General Nax·lvell 'l'vylor 1 }.old;; a vic-;r ,,:'lich, in relation not only_ to the 

actual manpower bu-b also to ·bne pot:mtial r::a:n.power o-!: fit males of military age, 

supports the view advanced and the anulysiG nad~ here by the Soviet delegation. In 

the book The Uncertain ~um-pet, wh5.ch ce:r·hfl.inly most of my colleagues know quite well, 

General Maxwell Taylor r;~yr, 1 w-"!. -~ :: ::-cce.rd to furope, ·bhat the potential manpower of 

the countries memberc; of Nl.'i.'O EJ;:cocc1n by a vory lcree number - namely, by 26.9 million--
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the potentia-l manpower of countries of the Warsmv Treaty. Even if we aiG.ed to 

that count the Asian and Latin-American countries, the United States and its allied 

in military blocs have for military purposes, according to General i•iaxwell Taylor, 

about 11,5 million men more than the Soviet Union and all its allies. These are 

considerations we may find in the military literature of the West. 

Therefore, while the indisputable facts -- confirmed even by the authority of 

Western military personalities -- prove the untenability of the thesis that the 

immobilization and the subsequent destruction of nuclear weapons would lead to an 

alleged superiority of the socialist countries in conventional weapons, the Western 

delegations today have come forward with the allegation that the armed forces of the 

member countries of NATO, even if numerically equal to the armed forces of the 

socialist countries, would be at a disadvantage through being split under a number 

of national cmmmands and through certain transport difficulties in Europe. That 

assertion too is unfounded. The Czechoslovak delegatidn thinks that, on the basis of 

experience and of the knowledge of our military experts, and on the basis of historical 

experience at the place where the main line of contact between the two military 

groupings exists now, we may be able to bring some contribution and to present to our 

colleagues some considerations worth thinking of. 

First of all, would not the measures aimed at loosening the inner cohesion of 

military groupings and the withdrawal of forces from marginal territories of those 

groupings -- that is, from the territories of their minor members -- affect to an 

equal extent both NATO and the Warsaw Treaty? If we look at this question from the 

standpoint of objective geographical reality -- which the United States and other 

Western delegations take so much pleasure in invoking -- we may see that the direct 

contact of armies of the socialist countries and of the NATO couniries in Europe takes 

place in'areas in which, after the implementation of the first stage,''it would hardly 

be possible to speak about unilateral military advantages for the socialist countries-

As everyone knows, that direct contact takes place in central Europe and in south-

east Europe. In central Europe it is, on the socialist side, the Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic and the German Democratic Republic opposite to the German Federal 

Republic, 

and Turkey. 

In south-east Europe it is the Bulgarian People's Republic against Greece 

I think that even the military experts of the West will concede that the 

most powerful concentration of offensive power on this line of contact cannot take 

place on the socialist side in the conditions of the first stage of disarmament 
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according to the Soviet proposals, but rather on the NATO side~ where·two of the 

most powerful armies on the European conti~en~ --that is, the armies of Western· 

Germany and Turkey - are on the spot. 

In the statement today by the representative of Canada there was mention of 

distances and of the difficulties, for instance, for the Portuguese or the Italian 

armies in arriving at the line of contact in central Europe. But let us take into 

consideration the fact that the Soviet army, under the conditions of the first stage 

of general and complete disarmament according to the Soviet concept, would be between 

800 and 1,000 kilometres distant from that line of contact, whereas the distance 

between the eastern border of the German Federal Republic and its nearest powerful 

ally in NATO, France, is about 400 kilometres, not to mention the better communications 

network .• 

If1 under those conditions, we analyse and take into consideration all those· 

ele~ent~ we certainly cannot subscribe to the·rather apocalyptic picture drawn here 

by the representative of the United States on Friday and repeated or completed in the 

spe~ches of the representatives of Canada and·Italy today. If we consider'the 

position in the event of a possible co~lict we certainly can see that there are many 

disadvantages on the side of those socialist countries that are on the line of cori~act 

where, in such a situation, an attack could theoretically take place. In speakin·~r· 

about the danger of attack it is necessary also to take in~o account certain historical· 

experiences. Here our delegation would like to speak mainly on the line of·corl'tact 

in central .Europe; historic-al experiences have shown that the attack on that line of 

contact in the last two decades has always come from the west. 

Our Western colleagues have sh~wn some concern in that connexion, as we saw 

from Friday's speech by~~. Pean (ENDC/PV.62, p, 53) after the Soviet delegation had 

mentio~ed. th.e German Federal Republic just by way of illustration in connexion with 

a :.;eljl.listic appreisal of the balance of power in the· first stage. 1'Te have not much 

understanding of that kind of· concern on the part of ou~ Western colleagues, because 

it must be said that the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic -- and we do not wish to 

speak._for aeybody else - would have far more reason for concern regarding the 

possible results if we were faced with the conventional power of the German Federal· 
' ' ~ ! . ~ ' ... \ ' 

Republic ... In th~t co~e~ion we :need not go far into history, because it is well 

known from ,where and in what direc:tion aggression ·has been committed in past decades 

in that specific area. If the West German army is commanded by the same generals as 
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worken out and implemented for Hitler such plans of aggression as the Fali GrUn a~ainst 

Czechoslovakia, or the plans directed against Poland and the Soviet Union, we are 

hardly like~ to be satisfied by the assurances of the Western delegations regarding 

the alleged peace-loving character of those gentlemen and their superiors. . . 
Therefore, if there are to be any apprehensions with regard ~o possible 

disadvantages -- apprehensions based not on abstract considerations and calculations 

but on concrete historical and geographical facts -- we are much more entitled to 

speak of them than are our Western colleagues. But we -- the Czechslovak delegation, 

our Government and our people -- are not pessimistic; we are convinced that the 

implementation of far-reaching measures in the first stage of general and complete 

disarmament as proposed by the Soviet Union would free mankind from the greatest and 

most burning danger -- that of nuclear aggression and nuclear war and that that 

would also create a military situation and a political atmosphere in which the 

possibility of any aggression or war, including that waged by means of conventional 

weapons, would be substantially diminished, 

Moreover, we think that if the United States and its allies in NATO are really 

interested in saf,eguarding their security by means of conventional forces and weapons, 

they should speak about that in connexion with the question of conventional forces 

and weapons -- with regard to which, incidentally, the Soviet Union also proposes 

absolutely equal conditions for itself and its allies and for the other side, And, 

as we heard in lJir, Gromyko 1s statement on 24 July (ENDC/PV.60, p.36), the Soviet 

Union is willing to meet the objections of the West regarding the levels of 

conventional armed forces, although in our opinion those objections are not fully 

justified, 

We are afraid, however, that what we face in the case of Western objections 

against ~he Soviet proposal is not a preoccupation with safeguarding the security of 

the West' by conventional means but a preoccupation with retaining nuclear weapons and, 

thus, the possibility of launching a nuclear attack, and of course with what our 

delegation has already called a kind of nuclear obsession by Western military and 

political circles, which try at all costs to discover and voice any objections which 

will result in keeping the world under the threat'of nuclear weapons, That is some

thing which our delegation -- and, I think, a number of other delegetions here --

cannot understand and which we must frankly oppose, We ask our colleagues from the 

member countries of NATO very frankly whether the time has not come to revise, to 
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recon$ider, th~t kind of thinking -- that method of not considerinG problems from the 

point of view of safeguarding the world and saving it from the threat of nuclear 

weapons -- and to think along the lines of removing that threat as soon as possible. 

That is the point of view we should like once more to stress. \le are convinced 

that that is the opinion of most of the delegations in this Committee -- that as early 

as in the first stage of general and complete disarmament effective measures must be 

taken to elimin~te above all the danger of a nuclear war. Every unbiased person 

must agree that if a tot~l of 70 per cent of nuclear delivery vehicles and all nuclear 

weapon stockpiles -- which, as we heard on the occasion of the World Congress for 

General Disarmament and Peace, amount today to 250,000 megatons throughout the world 

--were maintained, as provided for under the United States proposal, that not only 

would not diminish but would increase the danger of a nuclear war. We cannot stress 

too much or.insist at too great length that that danger of a nuclear catastrophe is, 

by its very character, something which cannot be diminished by percentage measures; 

it must be faced by a measure which would at once, if not eliminate completely, at 

least immobilize and neutralize that terrible threat to humanity ns a whole. I 

think we must insist that this question should be reconsidered and that the Western 

delegations should take these realities into consideration from the point of view of 

the security not only of all the nations taking part in this Conference but of all 

humanity. 

We have on many occasions expounded our view that the 100 per cent elimination 

of all nuclear delivery vehicles in the first stage would also make 2ossible 100 per 

cent adequate and effective international control, which of course could not be 

carried out under the United states proposal. All the problems that control, 

inspection and verification would meet in the conditions of the Soviet plan (ENDC/2) 
would also occur in implementing the measures provided for in the United States plan 

(ENDC/30 and Corr.l), in addition to the fact that adequate control in connexion with 

the 30 per cent reduction is not provided for in the United States proposal, which 

creates much more of a problem. 

Our delegation would like to ask our colleagues once more, in comparing the two 

proposals, to look at the problem from the point of view of the greatest security for 

all nations and for humanity -- that is to say, from the point of view of the 

possibility of removing the threat of nuclear war in the first stage. All the 

objections voiced by the Western delegations tacitly recognize th~t the Soviet 
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proposal really removes such a possibility and, if implemented, really would be a 

major contribution-to the ·security of the world. So the S~viet anclysis, and the 

considerations btJ,sed on it,. give us a c;lear picture showing that if all the nations 

discussing this problem were-concerned to ~aintain the possibilities of defence, and 
_, • ' ·-r .. 

not of aggression, the situation.that would be created on the basis of the S?viet 

proposals would certainly be less favourable to a potential aggressor than the 

situation which would be created on the basis of the implementation of t~e United 

States plan --·because~ first of all, the maintenance of 70 per cent of nuclear 

delivery vehicles, with all the stocks of nuclear arms, plus the control. pl~ed and 

proposed by the United States, would certainly give a premium to a potential, aggressor. 

Of cpur~e the Western side maintains .that it does not intend to undertake an 

aggression. . Well, we do. not vri.sh to contest those intentions put'· afte~ having 

heard Mr. Burns's militar~ considerations, we should like once more to draw attention 

to the fact that, apart.from the. maintenance of 70 per cent of nuclear delivery vehicles, 
' ' ~ . - . 

the kind .of control which Mr. Burns w.as stressing -- which means !mowing O:bout .the 
' . . :. i 

quantity and location of anY force of crmaments which remain, as I read it from his 

statement- is-just the co.t~gory of control .to which_th~ words of ~enry Kissinger, 

the well-known authority on military prob~ems and arns control in_the West, apply. 

I would like.to quote from his book, T~ Necessity for Choice, po.ge 219, where he 

speaks about this kind of control and says that: 

"••! such surveillance mo.y help a potential aggressor more than the defender, 

thus·violatin,g one of the cardinal principl~s of arms control. The defender 

learns only what he already knows: ~he instant readiness of the aggressor's 

force •. At best he.gains an additional ~arning time, which is so short that 
. . 

his r.etaliatory force. CFlJUlOt possibly be designed to make use of it." 

Here, of course, he speaks of this control under the existence of nuclear weapon 

delivery vehicles which the United States proposal presupposes. He goes on: 

"The aggressor, on the other hand, gains vital strategic-information. He 

learns the exact location of every missile at every mo~ent -- thus nullifying 

to a considerable extent whatever advantage his opponent may have achieved 

through mobility~ He will know ?recisely the pattern of operation of the 

retaliatory force he 1~- planning to destroy. ~he conclusion is inescapable: 

that inspection to obtain" tactical warning may detract from stcbility rather 

than add to it. 11 
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That is the kind of inspection we are being offered in connexion with the implementation 

of the first stage under the United States proposal. 

Those are the observations that the Czechoslovak delegation, after having 

consulted our military experts as well as the relevant military literature both of 

the socialist countries and of the NATO countries, would like to ~resent for the 

consideration of our colleagues, and above all of the co-chairmen who will be drafting 

a joint article containing the o~ligations of the parties under the treaty on general 

and complete disarmament in the first stage. VIe express the hope that it will be 

possible for the countries members of NATO to reconsider their position in the course 

of our discussion and, as has happened in some other cases, to see that their objections 

to the Soviet concept of stage I are not well founded. 

We know, of course, that such a reconsideration will take a certain time. 

Meanwhile, perhaps it will be possible for our co-chairmen, in drafting the joint 

proposal, to show this issue in brackets and double brackets. But, of course, '1e 

should like to stress once more that in view of the main objective of the first stage 

it is indispensable to solve the problem on a basis whereby the nuclear threat would 

be removed in the first stagep 

At the same time I should like to point out that in the opinion of the 

Czechoslovak delegation the amendment to article 4 submitted by the delegation of 

the Bulgarian People 1s Republic (ENDC/1.17!1 provides an entirely satisfactory basis 

for the final form of that article. 

I should like to express the hope that on the basis of the agreed procedure of 

work (ENDC/52) of this Committee it will be possible to discuss all the provisions 

of the first stage of general and complete disarmament and to produce a joint draf·b 

by the beginning of the seventeenth session of the United Nations General Assembly, 

because we all know that time really presses and it is necessary for this Committee 

to present the seventeenth session with a certain positive result. 

Mr. STELLE (United States of J~erica): Before I turn to the topic on which 

my delegation wishes to speak today, I should like to say that the United States 

delegation has listened with great attention and will give the most careful 

consideration to the statement made today by the representative of l1.iexico with regard 

to a test ban agreement, and we shall, of course, also consider the suggestionn which 

he has made with regard to the general procedure of work of our Conference~ 

!/ See also Rev.l. 
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Today I should like to co~ent briefly on the reference by the representative of 

Eexico to pc.ragra:>h 4 of the procedures recommended by the co-Chairmen and adopted 

by the Committee (ENDC/52). I can assure him -- and I am sure that Mr. Zorin will 

support this -- that it was no~ at all the intention of the co-Chairmen, in presenting 

that draft, to preclude from plenary discussion the question of a treaty for banning 

nuclear weapons tests or questions relating to the work of the Committee of the Whole. 

The second sentence of paragraph 4 might ~erhaps have been better drafted, but the 

intention was that -- in addition to- the flexibility provided by the fir~t sentence 

'nth regard to a delegation's raising and discussing any subject or proposal in any 

plenary meeting of the Committee -- it should make it clear that the recommended 

agenda applied only to the work on the first stage of the treaty on gene~al and 

complete disarmament and was not intended to preclude the possibility of_plenary 

meetings, or indeed a series of ple~aFY meetings, devoted to the questions referred 

to in its last sentenceo 

Last week, in accordance with the procedural recocrmendations to which I have just 

referred, various delegations proceeded with a discussion of item 5 (a); on the 

agreed agenda, and we have heard discussions on that topic this morning ~rom various 

delegations. The item is ~ntitled "Basic obligations concerning the measures of 

disarmament, verification and maintenance of international peace and security in the 

first stage and the time limits for their implementation". 

The United States attaches importance to the substance of en articl~ of the 

treaty on general and complete disarmament in a peaceful ~orld which would set forth 

the basic obligations and time limit fo~ the first stage. Just as Part I of the 

treaty sets forth an outline of treaty obligations pertainipg to the entire 

disarmament plan, so in the first article applying to stage I we should find the 

essential principles governing the reduction of armaments and armed forces which will 

take place during that stage. 

Moreover, we believe that it is also well to state the period of time during 

which the obligations of stage I will be implemented in this ~nitial article. It 

will,. of course, remain for le.ter articles to spell out the precise obligations of 

stage I and the exact manner in which all those obligations are to be carried out and 

verified. 
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In the light of these considerations, my delegation has prepared and would like 

now to present for the consideration of the Committee a United States proposal for 

the text of article 4 of the treaty on general and complete disarmcment in a peaceful 

world. It is entitled "Basic obligations and time limit of stage I", and the text 

is as follows: 

"During stage I the Parties to the Treaty, in accordance 

with the provisions of Articles ________ through --------' undertake: 

1~ To reduce their armaments, including nuclear weapon delivery 

vehicles and major conventional armaments; 

2, To limit their production of armaments; 

3. To reduce their armed forces; 

4, To halt the production of fissionable materials for use in nuclear 

weapons and to take other measures to reduce the threat of nuclear war; 

5. To establish the International Disarmament Organization upon the 

entry into force of the Treaty in order to ensure verification of the 

obligations undertaken; 

6. To implement the measures set forth hereafter for verifying compliance 

with the Obligations undertaken; 

7. To strengthen arrangements for keeping the peace and ensuring 

international security; 

8. To carry out all other obligations undertaken with res?ect to 

Stage I of the Treaty. 

Stage I will begin upon the entry into force of the Treaty and will 

be completed within three years from that date, subject to t:1e provisions 

of .Article II ------· 
I ask that this document be circulated by the Secretariat as a working paper.l/ 

In the course of preparing this craft article the United States delegation has 

considered articles 4 and 19 of the draft treaty (ENDC/2) of the Soviet Union and the 

draft article 4 (ENDC/L.l7£1 submitted to the Committee by the delegation of Bulgaria, 

We have, of course, kept in mind the introductory language of stage I of the United 

States 110utline of basic provisions of ::;, treaty on general and complete disarmament 

l/ ENDC/1.18 

1/ See also Rev,l. 
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in a peaceful world" ~abled a~ ~his Conference on 18 April (ENDC/30). Vlhen 

preparing ~his documen~ we had not had ~he benefi~ of ~he s~a~ements and proposals 

which were made this morning by the representative of India and which, of course, we 

shell take due account of in further considerations. 

In presenting our draft article 4 to the Committee I should like to comment 

briefly on some of its provisions. The Committee will note thet paragraph 1 refers 

to the reduction of armaments, including nuclear weapon delivery vehicles and major 

conventional armaments. It must be obvious to us all from our previous discussions 

that a nuclear weapon delivery vehicle is not something that is susceptible of either 

an all-inclusive or exclusive definition. There is no reason why any nuclear weapon 

delivery vehicle could not be used to deliver a conventional warhead. Given the 

present state of technological development, the converse is also almost true. 

Therefore the United States outline treaty does not specifically distinguish between 

nuclear weapon delivery vehicles and conventional armaments. Rather, our plan 

breaks down the armaments mix into various categories and types and calls, as 

representatives are aware, for an across-the-board 30 per cent reduction in stage I. 

Because no meaningful distinction can be made between nuclear and other delivery 

systems, paragraph 1 of ?ur draft article 4 which we have submitted to the Commit~ee 

today calls for ~he reduction of bo~~ nuclear weapon delivery vehicles and conventional 

armaments under ~he same general heading of armaments. I~ is our view tha~ ~he 

subsequent specific ~rea~y provisions ~o be included in s~age I should likewise 

follow this pattern of dealing wi~h armamen~s in a uniform way. How·ever, we have 

included a specific reference ~o nuclear weapon delivery vehicles in this ar~icle on 

basic obliga~ions of stage I because we wish ~o make it absolutely clear that this 

kind of armamen~s must be included within the armaments to be reduced in this stage. 

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of our text contain important fur~her basic obligations, but 

I believe that they are self-explanatory. 

In view of the importance which all of us here a~~ach to ~he necessi~y of 

eliminating the threat of a nuclear war as soon as possible in the disarmament process 

we think that such measures as set forth in paragraph 4 of our proposed text should 

be a part of the basic obligations undertaken in stage I, and Mr. Lall today mentioned 

~he impor~ance of having something relating to the nuclear threat in article 4 

(supra, p. 8). 
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It is the position of the United States delegation that a cut-off of the 

pro~uction of fissionable materials for use in nuclear weapons, as well as other 

measures to reduce the threat of a nuclear war, must be important parts of ~he first 

stage of a balanced disarmament plan. Those are measures aimed at nuclear weapons 

themselves and they should therefore be included among the basic obligations of 

article 4. We believe strongly that feasible first-stage measures directed against 

the production of nuclear weapons and stocks of fissionable materials have a major 

role in reducing the danger of an outbreak of nuclear war. 

It is the position of the United States that during stage I a meaningful across

the-board reduction must occur in the over-all war-making capabilities of the parties 

to the treaty, That would include balanced implementation of all of the first four 

paragraphs of our draft article 4, 

It is also of fundamental importance to us that, in the absence of trust in the 

relations between all nations, a fact which is recognized by our Soviet colleagues 

as well as ourselves, nations cannot be expected to disarm unless they are assured 

that other nations are doing likewise. Therefore, appropriate language on 

verification has been included in paragraphs 5 and 6 of our proposed article 4 to 

reflect these basic obligations. 

Paragraph 7 likewise embodies a principle which the United States regards as 

fundamental, It is that arrangements for keeping the peace and ensuring international 

security must be gradually strengthened and improved over the entire disarmament 

process beginning with the first stage. We were glad to note that the Bulgarian 

draft cont(l,ins lc,n..:.,unee sir:1ilar to our :.:mr . ...,::;r:-::;,hs 5 ant~. 7, but we -;;::_i~<: th::t 

the idea contained in paragraph 6 should also find explicit expression. 

With respect to the time limit for stage I, I should like to reiterate that the 

United States has always held the pragmatic view that the amount of time required for 

implementation of any stage of disarmament will depend upon the nature and scope of 

the measures agreed and undertaken, the time required for verification and the period 

needed to implement the specified peacekeeping measures. It is on that basis that 

we have concluded that three years would be a reasonable time for the orderly 

implementation and verification of the obligations we have proposed to be undertaken 

in stage I. Of course, if the measures finally agreed on for stage I were 

substantially different from present United States proposals that would have its 

effect on the time needed for their implementation. 
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I wish to make one additional comment on the paragraph dealing with the time 

limits, As my collea~~es all kl1ow, the United States ·treaty outline provides for 

the possibility of extending, in cer·bain ci~cumstances, the time-limit for the 

completion of stage I by not more than three months. It is for that reason that we 

have included in our draft article reference to a later article -- and a blank is 

left for it -- which would deal with the question of transition, Again this morning 

Nr, Lall referred to the desirabiliJvY of having the question of transition included 

in some way in article 4 {supra, p. 8 ). I should like to emphasize, however, in 

view of Mr. Lall 1 s remarks, that any prolongation of stage I could only be long 

enough to provide assurance that all undertakings to be carried out in stage. I had in 

fact been carried out, that all preparations ~equired for stage II had in fact been 

made, and that all militarily significant States had become parties to the treaty. 

Those are the conditiona which, in general terms, we believe must be fulfilled before 

proceeding from stage I to stage II. They are conditions which must be fulfilled 

if the security of all nations is to be ensured during the disarmament process. 

In conclusion I would state that our text is, of course, an accurate reflection 

of the more detailed provisions contained in stage I of the United States. proposal, 

and indeed it highlights the substantive differences between that proposal and the 

corresponding Soviet proposal. We do not pretend that this text reflects a 

compromise on substance. It is, how·ever, a. compromise in form, The language of 

our ?roposal changes the form of the similar l~guage in our treaty outline and 

harmonizes to a major degree with the form of the proposal of the Bulgarian 

representative. Our Soviet colleague has said he approves of that proposal, and 

therefore we know he approves of its form. 

Even though this is not a change in substance, we do believe it may help us in 

our negotiations., Our Soviet colleague is well aware, as I am sure are all the 

members of the Committee, of the amount of time and effor-b that was spent in 

negotiating part I on, really, the question of form. The American draft had two 

sections, the Soviet draft had three articles; we eventually met the Soviet point 

of view. We have now met what we assume is an agreed form on the part of our Soviet 

colleague, In doing so we think that "e have set out fairly clearly items which 

will highlight the major remaining problems between the United States position and 

the Soviet position. We think that will help us to achieve fairly rapidly a 

bracketed text and that, as we go on to concideration of the other agenda items which 

are matters of substance, any agreement or any drawing together of positions can then 
be registered in a later draft which the co-Chairmen may work out, 
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I might say on behalf of the United states delegation that this concludes what 

we have at present to say on item 5 (a) and that we are quite ~repared, if our 

Soviet colleague agrees and the Committee agrees, to proceed to the discussion of 

the next item of a first-stage agTeement in a general disarmament treaty, item 5 (b) 

(ENDC/52). 

Mr, ZORIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republ~cs) (translation ~Russi~): 

Today we have h~ard a number of s·batemen-bs by representatives dealing with various 

matters - questions concerning our future procedure, as well as questions of substance 

pertaining to stage I of disarmament which has been the main subject of our discussion 

during these last few days. 

The last statement of the United States representative clearly shows that we 

are approaching the conclusion of our debate on this question of stage I and that we 

can· start discussing sub-p~ragraph (b) of our agreed plan of wol.'k (ENDC/l/Add.3), 

which we will do, I take it, at our plenary meeting on Wednesday • 

. Today we have heard a number of views concerning the substance of the measures 

to ·be included in stage I. They were apparently answers to those ?Ut forward by my 

delegation in the course of past meetings, especially at our last meeting. In view 

of the lateness of the hour, I do not propose to speak now on all the questions 

touched upon this morning, including the question of the discontinuance of nuclear 

weapon tests, which deserves special attention and discussion; we shall no doubt 

come back to it after a while, especially after the Three-Pow·er Sub-Committee has 

discussed that question with d~e regard to the latest proposals which, as we know, 

are being prepared by the Wes~ern Powerso Therefore I shall not deal with that 

question, because we shall come back to it later~ since it deserves to be discussed 

in a separate and special mannerc 

T6day I should like merely to answer briefly some of the remarks made by the 

representative of Canada on the question of the balance of forces between the NATO 

countries and those of the Warsaw Pect, as it would appear as a result of the 

implementation of the first stage of disarmamenio Since this is closely connected 

with the very essence of the problem of stage I and with the definition of the 

general scope of the measures of stage I, I think it necessary to give some 

explanations and to make some remarks in this regarde 
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First of all, Mr. Burns spoke briefly at the beginning of his statement about a 

certain discrepancy between the figures and the errors which occurred in the verbatim 

record (supra, Po 14 ). However, when Mr. Burns corrected the total figure, he made 

an erro= h~mself. Therefore I shall now put him right. In particular, he said 

that there was an error in regard to the armed forces of France the figure should 

be 1,009,000 instead of 1,900,000, That is certainly correct, That is actually 

what I said, but apparen-Hy this was inaccurately reported in the verbatim record and 

we have inserted a corresponding correction in the final verbatim record. 

1,009,000 men; that is correct. 

France has 

But when Mr. Burns said that the total was not 3,334,000 and that the correct 

figure for the total should be 3,304,000, and that there were 30,000 too many, I should 

like to point out that he evidently has not read carefully enough the table published 

by the British Institute· of Strategi~ Studies, because in that table the figure for 

Portugal iS 79,000 a.."ld not 49,000, a~ 9rrone::msly stated in the provisional verbatim 

record. So these 30,000 have been found and the figure of 3,334,000 is perfectly 

correct. That i~ my first remark. 

Regarding the arguments and objections which Mr. Burns ventured to put forward 

in connexion with our views concerning the balance of forces, his first remark was 

that we should, strictly speaking, exclude the figures I quoted relating to Turkey, 

Greece, the United Kingdom and Norway, as well as to Portugal to some extent. 

I see no reason at all for doing so. Indeed, why do you consider i·t necessary 

to exclude Turkey with its army of 500,000 men? Has not Turkey a common frontier 

with the Soviet Union? It has. It also adjoins the territory of Bulgaria, which 

is an ally of the Soviet Union. Is this not so? It is. You are computing the 

over-all balance of forces of the whole NATO bloc and the Warsaw Pact countries. 

Then why exclude Turkey? In order to stand up to Turkey in the event of a military 

conflict, will not the Soviet Union be obliged to keep an appropriate number of troops 

facing Turkey? Yes, because Turkey might threaten vi tally important areas of the 

Soviet Union abounding in oil, mineral deposits and so forth. Therefore Turkey 

cannot at all be excluded. Then ~y do you exclude it? You are a militar,y man, and 

I think if you were a member of our G9neral Staff you would not discount Turkey. 

This argument of yours is completely devoid of foundation. 
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Secondly, there is Greecee Why do you exclude Greece? Greece faces Bulgaria 

Why do you exclude Greece? Greece also is and, to a certain extent, Romania, etc. 

a member of the NATO bloc - is it not? It faces countries that are members of the 

Warsaw Pact. Therefore, if you are computing the over·-all balance of forces, you 

cannot exclude Greece. 

Further, you exclude the United Kingdom, and the reason for excluding the United 

Kingdom is that if it withdrew its forces it would be, as it were, cut off from the 

continent of Europe. We consider the United Kingdom to be a European country. It 

appears that the United Kingdom is now anxious to enter more closely into the European 

family of nations by joining the Common Market. 

Kingdom cannot be excluded from Europe. 

It is obvious that the United 

Furthermore, the troops of the United Kingdom are very closely linked with the 

whole system of the NATO military alliance. That is beyonQ dispute. But Mr~ Burns 

ventured to say that, under our plan, the United Kingdom would again be practically 

in the situation that existed in ·bh& days of Napoleon or during the Second World War, 

when it was isolated from Europe. 

I must say that I was rather surprised that such a knowledgeable man as Mr. Burns 

shoul.d indulge in such elementary errors of general knowledge. In the days of 

Napoleon the United Kingdom was hostile to France, whereas now it is an ally of France. 

At the time of the Second World War, the United Kingdom was hostile to Germany 1 whereas 

today Germany is an ally of the United Kingdom. Is there really no difference? It 

is one thing for the British to cross the Channel when the coasts where landings are 

to be made are hostile: it is a different matter when France and Germany are allies 

and the whole coast is an allied one. Is there really no difference? I think it 

is obvious to everyone that there is a substantial difference~ 

And, of course, we cannot separate the United Kingdom from Europe and say that 

in the present circumstances the united Kingdom would not be able to participate with 

her troops in European affairs if there happened to be an armed conflict, I consider 

that to be an absolutely elementary error of general knowledge. I am sorry, Mr. Burns, 

but this is a fact. And to cross the Channel when on the other side of it you have 

your allies, France, Germany and other Powers and there is not a single hostile country, 

is not very difficult for the United Kingdom, as you yourselves realize, with modern 

means of transportationo And although you said that during both the First and 

Second World Wars there were great difficulties in transporting troops by sea, in 
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su:i_):plying -~hem arret so on, nc-re:;:-thele3s the me~.n difficulty was always enemy action in 

co:mexion with cros;:3ing ·0ne seas, -~he !:Jl.'0~€'1Ce of subma-rines and o-ther flee-ts, the 

pre~ence of bombers and so fo~-t~. 

Bu<j U..."'lde:r: our :pJ..n.n fo1: t:1e l~~s-~ s·~age of disa:rman:ent there would no longer be 

any bomber aircraft, any subma:r: lnes or any la:rge warships. In these circumstances 

woulcl. thare not '::>e a r<~c;_.:_.- :::-. 1. dl~fe::ence when it cc..ms to solving the question of 

l:mdin~ t:...'oops from Jvho F:"'.~--:·ed J:\5.ngcl.oi"'l on the coc~·i.ii:J.ent oi E>~rope? I think this is 

elementary eno•1gh fer all -~,'J rec.Uze ·0hs.f, we car.not exclude the Uni 'ted Kingdom from 

the :1umber of all~.v.:: c:: European cou~::brie3_, who wct:ld be able to lanc1 immediately e. 

considerable number of troops on the continent of Europe, should a conflict break out, 

sir.ce -~l:crG would be r..o t~:::1be::- aircrf\f·h, :10 s-::.bmar:.ncw a:1d no navy Ca::?able of 

conduc·ting ope:::-a·bion-:; n:-'.; lolig d::.ste:n.ces f.:;:-om thej.r Ir.ain bases. 

It is per~9~tly clear.that ~here would be hardly ~y _difficulties in this ·respec-t. 

Ther Jfore we canno·b leave tbP. Uni·b"'l. I<in~.lom c•r'; o:f' P,ccount in computing the balance 

of arr_-:cd .forces. 1o1.l also lea·re Norway ou-t of accoun·~. Why? In -the first place, 

Norway has a common f:r:ontlP~~ with ·0ne SovleJv U~1ioa. Even though it·is-a small 

frontier, it is nevertheless a frontier~ Seco:c>.dly, . Norway ca,."'l. always transfer its 

troo~s, if nece~~~ry, fo:::- the pLrpose of taking part ln any NATO operations. Would 

Of course 7 from ·iihe point of 

view of mili-~ary po-!iential, Nor~vay i.J :i.1.0Jv a ve.i-y g::..·eat Power and in the overall 

balance of forces i·h may n0t re:r:rccent very :::-.uch; nev9r-the1ess, in en oveT-all 

computation, if tha·C. J.G 1·r!mt you are making, you •:!3.7lno·~ simply exclude Norway. 

Th(;rcfore all you:.' aretJ'I:':'r.-'js for o:(c~ uC:ing :t'rom the ove:::--all balance of the 

armed forces of NA'I'O such countries as Turkey, \".:reece, the United Kingdom and Norway 

ccnnot be tal-te:l seriou.o::ly, in my opinion, and do not co:rre~:pond to the actual situation. 

Your second arg~eut concernS the· dispo~iiion of th9 armed forces of the Soviet 

Union., You said t.hat -tl:c Sovi€-~ Union could keep all its troops on the Western 

frontier becc:u.!::e e.s it 1·;ere, in the East; but you said nothing 

at all abou-t ou:r s.ou-thern fron·Hor ~ ~~. Burns, you a•e a w~ll-informed military man. 

U~non? .1-i.<;;.;orllin,::: -~o ti.~e Br t-b:;_sh h .. :::-t.:diu-l:.r, of S<,ratcgic Stl!dies, there are 210,000 

Ir~~an troops, 182)000 P&{istani troops -how can you leave them out of account? 

Ira". also hf'.3 a corr.n.on fron-'v::.cr with -ri tally impor·liant P.:o:oeas of the Soviet Union, and 

you certainly cannot eY::~h'de it. 

233,COO and South Korea 600,000~ 

I am not ·~a~~ing ·lih~ Far East, where Japan has 

1'hase 7 howe·.rer, a::-e a:::-med forces which cannot be 

clisregarded in compu-~ing th8 balance of fGrccn. 
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I do not intend at present to deal with the problems of the Far East, because 

that is a particular question. The countries of the Far East have their own strategic 

problems and concern for their security in connexion with the hostile attitude towards 

them on the part of the United States and its allies in the East. But even if we 

take into consideration your assessment to some extent and agree that it might be 

possible to reduce the number of Soviet troops there although our General Staff 

thinks otherwise -, in any case you cannot leave out of account almost 400,000 men on 

the south-eastern frontier of the Soviet Unions apart from Turkey. 

In any case, when we said that the Soviet troops on our western boundaries would 

be less by at least 200,000, it was a minimum figure. I need hardly mention that 

the figures published by the British Institute of Strategic Studies were taken by us 

only for the sake of argument, because they are the figures in which you yourselves 

place most reliance. That is the reason why we took your figures. But if we take 

these data from the point of view of the real assessment of our forces, it will be 

seen immediately that there is something wrong with these figures, because, for 

instance, the Soviet Union is statec to have had 3,800,000 in 1961. But everyone 

knows the ~igures for the Soviet Union that were published when it reduced its armed 

forces by 1,200,000 men. It was officially published that we had 3,600,000 men and 

not 3,800,000. 

So we find in the Ins·bitute 1 s figures 200,000 men in excess of our figure. We 

preferred not to corrAct this figure, because -vre considered that it would be more 

convincing for you if we used your figures rather than ours. Even on the basis of 

your figures the ;,orrelation of forces woulc1, as we have shown, be far from establishing 

any superiority of the Soviet Union and its allies, after the implementation of the 

first stage of our disarmament plan. This is a fact which you cannot refute, and 

all the arguments which you have put forward today are not serious enough to be taken 

into account because, as I ha~re shown, they unjustifiably discount important elements 

which are of essential significance in the strategic situation of the Warsaw Pact and 

NA'IO countries. 

Further, you spoke about the tanks and airborne divisions of the Soviet Union, 

the possibilities of using them, etc. But, Mr. Burns, you surely realize perfectly 

well that airboi·ne troops can only be useful for large landing operations under two 

conditions: first, there must be bomber aircraft to prepare and ensure the landing of 
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these troops; secondly, there must be the possibility of supplying these troops and 

the possibility of linking them up quickly with the advancing lanQ armies and so on. 

But, as I showed last time - and you could not refute it - if there are no bomber 

aircraft, airborne troops lose their value. They cannot penetrate very far, because 

to do so they must be assured of supplies and support, otherwise they will be surrounded 

and destroyed. 

For this reason all your arguments on this score, in view of your military 

knowledge, M~. Burns, are rather surprising. I think that this counting of divisions 

and so on is a matter to be dealt with directly by the military staffs. We are not 

dealing with that here. We are dealing with a general political analysis and the 

question is: Is it possible to de~_se basically a solution which will not weaken the 

forces of one or the other bloc? We say, and you have not been able to deny, that 

basically there will still be an approximate equality of forces. ;re have drawn this 

conclusion on the basis of analysis of the correlation of forces given by your 

sources and not by ours. This is a real fact i'ihioh all "'.,he members of the Committee 

cannot but take into account. 

I should like to comment on another :point which has already beeri touched upon by 

the representative of Czechoslovakia (supra, p.32 ). He has already said that you 

yourselves recognize that our forces would be at least 800 km distant from the line 

of contact in a conflict (if such a conflict is possible), whereas the forces of the 

Western countries would be 400 km distant. Thus your forces would have to advance 

only half the distance.- Again that is something which you cannot denye 

If l~~ Burns as a qualified military specialist puts forward this tYPe of 

argument, it only goes to show how weak is the basic position of the ~'!estern Powers 

and that they cannot put forward anything else. That is the point. 

The point is not that military considerations make it impossible to carry out 

disarmament along the lines we propose; the point is that the political· considerations 

to which you adhere prevent you from agreeing to it. But that is a different matter. 

The question is whether you desire effective general disarmament or not. It is not 

a question of military strategy; it is a political question. In order to prove the 

alleged impossibility of ~arrying out this plan, you resort to arguments which, as 

has been clearly shown just now, do not carry much weight. 
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!dy last remark in this connexion refers to what you said, Vrr. Burns, at the very 

end of your statement (supra, p. 20 ). You said you would not deal >nth the question 

of a nuclear threat, because it had been dealt with by other specl~ers and you could 

add nothing to whet they had said on this subject. But all the members of our 

Committee remember perfectly well and know that the other speakers could prove nothing 

on the question of how they would eliminate the threat of nuclear war, because there 

is nothing in the plan of the Western Powers that would really eliminate the threat 

of nuclear war in the first stage of disarmament. And you cannot add anything 

further to this, because there is in fact nothing to add, 

With regard to what the re:presentative of the United States, I.lr. Stelle, said 

today when he referred to the United States new draft text for article 4, what we see 

in paragraph 4 does not solve the problem of eliminating the threat of nuclear war. 

Halting the production of fissionable materials is not a solution to the problem of 

eliminating the threat of nuclear war in stage I. It completely fails to solve the 

problem, as anyone can understand. Nuclear bombs remain and delivery vehicles 

remain, so how do you solve the problem of eliminating the threat of nuclear war and 

how do you prevent the threat of nuclear attack? In no way. But that is precisely 

the problem of stage I: how to ensure that the threat of a nuclear war is eliminated 

in the very first stage. 

Our plan does solve this problema You cannot deny that. 'lfle solve this problem 

because we completely liquidate all delivery vehicles for nuclear weapons. This 

solves the problem of eliminating the threat of a nuclear war, whereas in your plan 

there is nothing that solves this problem. That is the main point of difference 

between us, the main defect of your plan and, conversely, the main merit of ~ur plan, 

while the balance of power to which you refer is not disturbed in our plan. What 

we said at the last meeting is not shaken by the military considerations put forward 

by Er. Burns, 

Those are the remarks I considered it necessary to make. 

With regard to the programme of our further work, we shall naturally discuss all 

the considerations on this subject which were put forward today, in particular by the 

representative of mexico, who expressed some views on the matter. ·we· shall also 

consider in detail the proposed draft article 4 submitted today by the United States 

(ENDC/L.l8). Unfortunately, however, I must state - as 1tt, stelle himself stated 

that this is not a change in substance of the position of the United States; that 
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even if there is some compromise, it is a compromise in form, as he himself admitted. 

Consequently there is no compromise at all in this draft, and I therefore doubt 

whether we could make use of it to find a real compromise. Since there is no 

compromise here, or a compromise in form only, what basis could it ~rovide on which 

to look for a compromise? Therefore I have my doubts on thisscorei but we shall 

naturally discuss all the drafts which have been submitted - the BulGuian draft, 

our own draft and the United States draft - the previous and the present, I think 

we shall have to proceed to consider aspecific draft, and from ':lednesday onwards, 

ap~arently, we shall start discussion on paragraph 5(b), which will enable us to 

consider more thoroughly the problem of elimination of the means of delivery of 

nuclear weapons~ 

Mr, T.AI."UBANOV (Bulgaria) ·(translation from French): I C.o not intend to 

detain the Committee for long. I merely want to say a few words in the debate, now 

drawing to its close, on item 5(a) of the co-Chairmen's document on procedure of work 

(ENDC/52), and on the various comments which have been made on my delegation's 

proposal (ENDC/1.17)1.( First, we should be glad we have finished our discussion so 

swiftly that we can now ask our two co-Chairmen to put article 4 into its final form, 

This, if I am not mistaken, is in fact provided for in paragraph 3 of the co-Chairmants 

Recommendations on the Proced~re of Work, and we hope that it will soon be possible 

to draft which will take into account the compromise working paper which we have 

submitted in an effort to further the Conference 1s work~ 

I should now like to say a few words on the proposal submitted by the United 

States delegation (ENDC/1,18), and to show how it differs from our delegation's 

proposal.- As the representativa of the United States himself said (supra, p.41 ), 

this proposal is only a compromise in form" It simply sets out the United States 

proposals, and gives us hardly anything to work on. 

but the subst&Qoe is unchanged. 

It may be a compromise in form, 

I should like also to dwell on some comments by the representative of India, who 

wants the time-limit in our draft to be left unspAcified. We certainly have no 

hard-and-fast objection to this idea, provided that we do everythin~ we can to fix 

this time-limit so as to shorten the duration and increase the amount of the 

disarmament that can be 'yri tten · into the paragraph in accordance vri th l:lir, Krishna 

Menon 1s disarmament philosophy .. 

1./ See also Ilev .l. 
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The destruction of delivery vehicles for nuclear·weapons has produced a long 

discussion, which, though it did not touch on our proposal, will no doubt help us to 

clarify the respective positions and to decide whether this provision should be 

included in the draft or not. We should like to point out, however, that our draft 

This deals with nuclear weapons delivery vehicles and military bases separately. 

paragraph really deserves to be considered by itself, because nuclear weapons 

delivery vehicles are of prime importance, and it is they which, as it were, have 

cha~ged the nature of modern war. That is why we think that they deserve a special 

place in the final draft, and especially that our proposal should be taken into 

account by the co-Chairmen and the Committee. 

I should now like to dwell on the elimination of nuclear weapons, of which the 

Indian representetive spoke (supra, p. 6 ) • We have never been opposed to this; 

on the contrary, we favour the elimination of nuclear weapons. 1Te should like to 

achieve this as soon as possible, and we have no objection to the idea of carrying it 

out as early as stage 1. We should also like to stress that paragraph 4 of the 

United States outline makes no provision at all for any diminution or reduction of 

nuclear weapons. It merely says that the production of fissionable materials for 

the manufacture of nuclear weapons is to be halted. We think it possible to submit 

a separate text on the total elimination of nuclear weapons, which could certainly 

be incorporated if the United States delegation agreed. We refrained from mentioning 

nuclear weapons ourselves because we wished to brin6 these two drafts closer together, 

to work on them. 

As I have noted, the United States draft makes no provision for nuclear weapons; 

there is just one reference to haltinG the production of fissionable materials for 

use in nuclear weapons, which is not a real disarmament measure. i'Te refrafned from 

mentioning this, becuase it certainly does not deserve mention in an article on 

disarmament. That explains why there is nothing on this subject. If, however, 

some delegation 'rishes to propose the insertion here of provision for the elimination 

of nuclear weapons, I do not think there would be any difficulty, at least as far as 

we are concerned, in writing it into this article 4, provided the United States 

delegation did not object. 

\'le did not mention the period of transition either, because we thought it 

belonged to another article and need not appear in article 4. However, we quite 

agree with the Indian representative, who said (supra, p. 9 ) that disarmament should 
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continue without interruption, that there ought to be no difficulties in proceeding 

from one stage to the next, and that these stages should follow on immediately and 

without obstacles. We do not think that, as the United States representative said 

again this morning, a special interval should be provided for reviewing what had been 

done and for ascertaining whether the conditions for transition to the next stage 

had been £ulfilled. We feel, on the contrary, that the process shoulct continue 

withoUt interruption from one stage to the next. 

Lastly, we hope that the two co-Chairmen will succeed in drafting a text which 

will be acceptable to the Conference. We hope it will not contain too many brackets, 

and that, indeed, the sponsors will do all they can to remove the brackets which still 

encumber the two drafts of the Soviet Union and the United States. I hope there will 

be as few brackets as possible, and that we can work really effectively towards th~ 

fulfilment of our task, submit the most suitable and acceptable draft to the United 

Nations General Assembly at its next session, and report on our progress toward~ 

disarmament. 

Mr, BURNS (Canada): I will be very.brief, but in view of my lack of success 

in convincing ~tt. Zorin of the inapplicability of some of his strategic arguments the 

other day, I think I ought to say that I was not really very hopeful of doing so, at 

least the first time he studied what I had to say,. . But neither have I been convinced 

by the repetition of his arguments with which he favoured us later in the proceedings. 

I think we can now leave this matter of the strategical situation that would exist at 

the end of the imposition of the measures proposed in stage I of the Soviet draft 

treaty to the judgment of the non-aligned members of this Committee. That is to 

say, they c.an examine the arguments which have been advanced by rtlr. Zorin and those 

which have been advanced by the Canadian delegation, and form their ovm conclusions, 

Mr. GODBER (United Kingdom) : I do not want to. delay my colleagues, but I 

should like to say just two ~hings, I think it would be churlish of me not to 

express my gratitude to the representative of the Soviet Union for standing up for 

the British as being true Europeans. That is something we appreciate most deeply, 

and I shall welcome his help in other negotiations that are going on at the present 

time. 
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Secondly, I regret to say that I fino" myself as unconvinced by Er. Zorin 1 s 

arguments. as was :Mr. Burns. I was struck by the interesting analogies he drew in 

relation to. the NATO Powers, but it was what he did not say rather than what he did 

say that impressed me. As I listened to i~. Burns, two of his most powerful 

areuments seemed to me to be the strong advantage of a single State with a large 

number of troops under its own (\ommand, which must have very substantial military 

advantages, and the massive numbers of Soviet tenks. Neither of those was referred 

to by our Soviet colleague. 

future occasion. 

No doubt he will explain their relevance to us on some 

The CHAI~!AN (Sweden): Tomorrow morning is the deadline for submitting 

drafts in relation to point 5(a) of our agenda, dealing with basic obligations in the 

first stage of disarmament. The second is that at our forthcoming meeting, which 

the co-Chairmen have agreed should take ~lace on Wednesday, we hope to begin 

consideration of point 5(b) concerning disarmament measures in regarQ to nuclear 

weapon delivery vehicles. 

- ~ . - .. .. -
The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today held its sixty-third plenary meeting at the Palais des Nations, 

Geneva, under the chairmanship of Mrs. Myrdal, representative of Sweden. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of India, Canada, Italy, 

MeXico, Czechoslovakia, the United States, the Soviet Union, 3ulgaria and 

the United Kingdom. 

"The United States delegation tabled a working draft of article 41/ 

of a treaty on general and complete disarmament in a peaceful world. 

"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Wednesday, 

1 August 1962, at 10 a .. m." 

The meeting rose at 1.35 v.m. 


